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There sounded the thunder of hoof-beats and the Tories whirled and looked westward to see
a party of a dozen Continental troopers coming as fast as their horses could travel.
The troopers set up a. yell when they saw that they were_seen.
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NEW YORK, JUNE 10, 1910.

No. 493.
CHAPTER I.
THE MARKSMAN.

"Say, do you know where we are, Dick?"
"Yes."
"Then you know more than I do. But where are we?"
"In North Carolina, Bob."
"Oh, go along ! I know that; but I mean, in what part
of North Carolina are we?"
"Mecklenburg county."
"Humph! Sure of it?"
"Pretty sure."
"Then where away, and how far away, is Charlotte?"
"I can't tell you that,"
"I thought not. Fact is, Dick, I believe , that -we are
~ lost."
''Perhaps so, Bob; but not so badly lost but what we
can find ourselves again."
"I hope that you are right; but this is a Tegular wilderness. I don't think I have ever seen heavier timber anywhere, and this road is hardly worthy of the name."
"Oh, we'll come to a house presently, and then we will
learn how far, and in what direction is Charlotte."
"I hope so."
It was a pleasant afternoon in September of the year
1780. Two young men were riding along a winding trail
(it could scarcely be called a road) through the timber,
in cen'tral North Carolina. These young men were dressed
in the blue uniform of the Continental soldier, and they
were members of a company of patriot soldiers known as
the Liberty Boys. In fact, they were Dick Slater, the captain of the company, and a famous fighter and spy~ and
Bob Estabrook, his first lieutenant.
Dick and Bob had left the Liberty Boys in camp :five
miles back, and had come on ahead, to reconnoiter and
try to learn the location of the settlement of Charlotte,
which they thought must be within eight or ten miles 0£
them.
The Liberty Boys had been sent down into North Caro. lina by General Washington, to do whatever they could
for the cause o:f liberty, and they had heard that Oornwallfa's army was advancing from Camden toward Char. lotte, and that its advance was being retarded all that was
possible by Major William Davie and his force o:f patriot
soldiers, and they wanted to join Major Davie and help
him. They believed that they would find him at Charlotte, or near there, hence their desire to reach that place.
But they dicl not know just in which direction Charlotte
lay, and so Dick and Bob had come on ahead, with the intention of securing the desired information.
Suddenly there sounded the sharp crack o:f a rifle, and
a bullet went through the crown of Dick Slater's hat,

Price 5 Cents.

knocking it off his head and sending it in among the trees
at the roadside.
"Great guns ! Redcoats or Tories, Dick!" cried Bob.
'fhen, quick as a flash, the two leaped to .the ground
and to a position behind trees, around which they peered>
in an attempt to locate the person who had fired the shot.
"There he is!" cried Bob. "He's alone!"
Dick had seen the marksman, too, and up came his musket, and crack ! it rang out.
A wild yell of pain came from the man fired at. He
was a tall, ungainly-looking fellow, dressed in homespun,,
and with the yell he started to run at the top of his speed.
The bullet had not injured him seriously, evidently.
"After him, Dick!" cried Bob. "We can catch him."
They clashed aftei' the fleeing man, and gradually drew
nearer him, for they were exceedingly swift runners, and
were young and strong, and could keep on running hall
an hour, i.f necessary.
But it was not necessary, this time, for they overtook the
fugitive in about :five minutes, and Dick seized him by the
coat_-collar and brought him to an abrupt halt.
Bob seized the fellow. also, and gave him a stinging slap
on the side of the face, that brought tears to the fellow's
eyes and caused him to utter an exclamation of pain.
"Say, don' do that!" he howled. "Et hurts, so et does.'.>
"Oh, does it?" said Bob, sarcastically. "Well, rm glad
of it, and here goes for another."
Slap!
"Oh I Ow ! Ouch ! Don't do thet, I say! Quit, ]:
tell ye!"
"Why did you shoot at us?" asked Dick,., sternly.
"I didn't .shoot at ye," sullenly.
"You did!"
":No, I didn't. Honest, I didn't."
"You're lying, and you know it," said Bob.
"No, I hain't. I didn't shoot at ye fellers. I dian"t
see ye. "
"What were you shooting at, then?" asked Dick.
"A mark on a tree."
"A mark on a tree, you say?" incredulously.
"Yas."
"Oh, say, don't expect us to believe any such sto.ry. as
that," said Bob .
"Et's so," persisted the fellow. "I kin show ye theF
mark-et's a piece uv white cloth, pinned onter ther tree.""
"Why were you shooting at the mark?" asked Dick.
"I'm tryin' ter practice up till,I'rn a good shot, so's I
kin jine the patriot army when et gits here."
The two Liberty Boys eyed the speaker a few moments.,.
keenly. They did not know whether they ought to believe
him or not. He seemed to be in earnest, however.
"You are a patriot?" queried Dick.
"Yas, ye bet I am ."
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"What's your name?"
"Hiram Hudkins."
"Where do you live?"
'"Bout two mile frum here, in thet direction," pointing
toward the west.
"Why do you want to join the patriot army?"Hudkins hesitated and flushed up and looked embarrassed, while Dick and Bob regarded him curiously. They
could not understand his actions.
"Say, ef I tell ye, ye won't lafI at me, will ye; .. H dkins asked, after a few moments.
"Of course not," from Dick.
"Certainly not," said Bob, with a grin he could not repress.
"Oh, say, ye're laffin' 11011 I" prolc;;ted Hiram.
"Oh, no; only smiling," grinned Bob. ''Co ahead. 1Ye
w~n•t laugh."
"Waal, then," half-defiantly, "I heerd 'usie ·cud(1er
eay ther other day thet she wouldn't give two cents fur er
feller whut didn't hev enuff patriotism an' bravery in him
ter jine ther army an' fight fur liberty, an' I tol' her thet
I heel, and thet I wuz goin' ter jine, an' she laffed at me
an' said ez she knowed_ thet I couldn' hit ther side uv er
barn at twenty steps, an' wouldn't be enny good ez a soldier; an' so I hev be'n practicin' shootin' on ther sly, so·s
to surpri e her."
"I ser," sai<l Dick.
''You are in love with Susie, I see that, Hi," gi·inned

Bob.
Hudkins flushed with embarrassment, but nodded, a.nd
said with energy:
aye bet I am. An' say, she's jest ther sweetest, purtiest gal thet ever ye seen in yer life, an' thet's a fact; an'
I'm gain' ter practice till I'm a good shot, an' then I·'m
goin' ter jine ther army an' fight an' git ter be a capt'in
er sumthin', an' then I'll come home and marry Susie,
thet's whut I'll do!"
Bob laughed mirthfully, while even Dick smiled.
chuckled
"Sav
•
.J1 he's• got it bcrood and hard , ehJ Dick?"

Bob.
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"We are going to join Major Davie's force and help fight
Cornwallis."
Rudkin" looked at the youths eagerlv.
"Say. lc-t me jine yer comp'n:v," he said, earnestly.
"Ihve you a horse?" queried Dick.
"Yas; dad'll let me hev one."
"All right, then; you can join us. You can be of use
to u~. likely. You know the country around here pretty
thorough]~-, don't you?"
'·Ye bet I do."
'·That':1 good. How far is it to Charlotte?"
'· 'Bout t<'n miles."
"Whieh direction?"
"South an· east. :Mostly east. Ye go on south two miles
an· then ye come to ther main road leadin' east'ard to
C1ia.rlotli-."
"All ri d1t. We will go back and get the boys, and then
we'll go on down to the road you speak of. You can join
us there."
" ,\ll right; I will."
They partecl company, Hudkins hurrying away in the
direction of his home, while Dick and Bob hastened back
to where they had left their horses standing.
Dic:k found his bat, where it had been knocked by the
bullet: and put it on.
The animals were well-trained, and were right where
they had been left, and mounting, the youths turned and
rode back to camp.
They were given a pleasant greeting by the Liberty
Boys, nearly one bunured in number, and when Dick and
Bob had told their comrades what they had learned, the
youthi; bridled and saddled their horses, and all mounted
and rode away toward the south.
An hour and a half later they emerged from the timber
into a well-tr:n-eled road which led toward the east, and
acros the road was a large farmhouse, with a number of
outbuilding~. It looked to be the home of a wealthy
planter, and such indeed it was.
It was known as the Howard Plantation, and was owned
by Henry Howard, who had a wife and two daughters,
Lucy and Ethel, who were twins, but who, while they
looked verv much alike, as became twins, were utterly unlike in temperament and disposition. Lucy was a patriot
to the core, and was bright, cheer_\', frank ana happy;
while Ethel was a Tory, and was rather sly, secretive, reserved, and of a pessimistic temperament._ Still, she could
talk fast enough when she was an.~r:v or deepfy interested.
She and Lucy had many a lively argument, for Ethel had
a lover who was a Tory. His name was George Latham,
and he lived about a mile from the Howard _Plantation. ·
When the Liberty Boys rode out of the timber and came
to a stop in front of the p1antation, they were surprised to .
see about twenty bright, pretty girls gathered in a group in
front of the house, in the shade of a large tree. The girls
saw the Liberty Boys at the same moment, and stared- in
amazement.

ayes, so it seems, Bob."
"But you're all right, Hi," went on Bob. "You do what
y@11 say, and you will be all right. You see, we know, because we are soldiers ourselves. Dick, here, is a captain,
MUI I'm a lieutenant."
((Sha'! Ye don't say l''
ayes."
"Whut air ye capt'in an' lieutenant uv ?"
u A company of young fellows like ourselves, who are
!mown as the Liberty Boys."
Hudkins uttered an exclamation and stared at the two
excitedly.
"Ye don't mean et?" he exclaimed. "W'y, I've heerd
f.ell uv ye fellers lots uv times!"
'
"Ha;e you?"
''Yas. There wuz a soldier thet got w~onded up in Yirginny. an' he come home, an' he knowed about ye fellers,
CHAPTER IL
an' he's tol' er lot about wlrnt fightcrs ye air. Say, air the
PATRIOT MAIDENS.
rest uv ther Liberty Boys anywhurs aroun' here?"
"Hello, what have we struck here, I wonder?" exclaimed
ayes, about five miles back up ilte road," said Dick.
Bob Ei-tabrook.
"\Vhut ye doin' down here?"
"Looks like some kind of a party," replied Dick.
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'' A party without boys would be no party at all,'' .aid
Bob.
"Maype der poys don'd vos gotted her yet," said Carl
Gookenspieler, who was a short, fat youth, who furnished
a geod deal of fun for the Liberty Boys.
"Shure an' thot is plain to be seen, Dootchy," said Patsy
Bran.igan, a lively Irish youth, who delighted in teasing
Cad, but who was a staunch friend and comrade of the
Dutch youth, nevertheless. "Av dhey wur here ~e would
be afther seein' thim, begorra."
"Well, if they don't come, we will take their places,"
said Mark Morrison.
0
Yah, dot is vot ve vill dooded," declared Carl, nodding.
"You could take the places of two of them, Carl," Bob
chuckled. "You are heavy as two ordinary fellowe;."
"Shure an' dhose gurrels would niver be afther lookin'
at C.Ol')'spiller," declared Patsy. "But as fur mesilf,
phwy, Oi'll wager thot Oi wull make a hit wid thim, an'
that's the truth."
"You vill got bitted py some uf der gurls' bestest vellers, dot is vot vill habben mit you, Batsy," said Carl.
"You vos petter geep avay vrom dem curls."
"Haw, haw, haw!" suddenly laughed Bob Oddy, a youth
who S11W fun in everything. "Oh-ow! Ile, he, be!" and
he doubled up in bis saddle •and laughed at a great rate.
"What's the matter, Oddy ?" asked Dick. "What is so
fu.ruiy?"
"1t is funny to see so many girls together and no boys
around," was the reply. "Oh-haw, haw, haw! He, he,
he, he!"
"Oi'm t'inkin' it looks more loike 'she, she, she!'"
grinned Patc.y Brannigan. '· Dhere aren·t inny 'he, lie,
he's' db ere."
The Liberty Boys laughed at this, and then Dick leaped
to the ground, and, telling the boys to tay where they
were, he entered the yard and advanced to where the girls
stood. He doffed his bat and bowed, when near them, and
i;aid:
,t Good-afternoon, young ladies."
"Good-afternoon, sir," was the reply in chorus, while
the girls looked at Dick ,,,ith interest, not to say approval.
for he was a handsome, manly-looking young man, if ever
there was one.
":May I ask who lfrcs here?" be queried.
"My father owns this place, sir," said a pretty, brightlooking girl, taking a step forward. "His name i- Henry
Howard; my name is Lucy, and--"
"My name is Ethel Howard, and Henry Iloward is my
fatlier also," said another girl, stepping forward. She
looked very much like the first speaker, but her face and
eyes were not so frank and pleasing.
"Is :Ur. Howard a patriot?" asked Dick.
"Yes," replied Lucy, promptly.
"Now, Lucy Howard, you know that father has never
declared himself one way or the other," disputed Ethel.
"He isn't a patriot. He is neutral."
"Oho !"...thought Dick. "These girls are evidently twins,
yet one is a patriot, while the other is a Tory. Well, I
don't care, just so Mr. Howard turns out to be patriotic
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enough to give us food and such information as l•c mey
possess regarding the situation in this part of the country."
"Is your father at home?" queried Dick, aloud.
"No, sir," replied Lucy. "He went to Charlotte, and
hasn't come back yet."
'•Do you suppose he would object to myself an<l r·omrades yonder encamping over in the edge of that little
grove at the farther side of the pasture?" and Dick pointed
to a place that would be an ideal camping-point.
"No, he wouldn't ob--" began Lucy, but Ethel bro e
in with the remark, sharply:
"Yes, he would object, too, Lucy Howard! You kn w
he would. He is neutral, and if he were to let you rebelli
camp there he would get himself into trouble witli the
British, when General Cornwallis's army gets here. You
had better not camp there. I forbid it!"
Dick eyed the girl keenly, and asked quickly, but w1iJJO'ut
apparent interest, his tone being listless purposely:
"When will Cornwallis's army be here?"
His idea was that this Tory girl possessed informaiion
regarding the British, secured, probably, from Tory friends
in the neighborhood, possibly from a Tory lover. '1'1ns
last idea of Dick's was, as we know, correct, George Lntham, the young Tory sweetheart of the girl, having told ber
that Cornwallis's army would soon be in that part uI ibe
'
country.
"It won't be long," said Ethel, and then he co]olC(:t up,
bit her lip, and went on: "'l'hat is-I don't know anythmg
about it; but faiher said, the other day, that he hail h"a:rd
that Cornwallis was coming into the Mecklenbm g district."
"And so is Major Davie and his force," said Luc_\, w1th
an air of triumph. "I know a few things, too, Ethel Doward. You got your information about Cornwalli1,;s ,nmy
from George Latham-he's a Tory, sir," this i r Dick.
'·But I have patriot friends, and they tell me that. MaJor
Davie's force is ahead of Cornwallis, holding him back a1
much as poc;sible, so the patriots will get here first."
"They may not get here at all," retorted Ethel, tost1mg
her head. "Cornwallis's men are likely to captnro the
n ,bels."
·· I don't think that there is much danger that Iie wm
captare ).lajor Davie·;:; force," the young patriot caplam
said. "I guess they will get here aliead of Cornwa1lis, and
as we have come down here to join Major Davie, I think
we will go into camp OYCr yonder and stay here bll he
comes. -'
·'Yes, do!''
"Don·t you do it!"
These exclamations from Lucy and Ethel Howard almost
simultaneously.
"Father will be glad to hare you do so," from Lucy.
''He will be ver_v angry, I tell you," from Ethel.
"I guess we will go iuto camp," said Dick, smilingly,
"and if your father objects we can break camp and move
to some other point."
-" He won't object," said Lucy, confidently.
"He will, too," from Ethel. "You will have to nurve
and will save yourself trouble by going somewhere else in
the first place."
"I guess I'll risk it," said Dick. "And now, Miss Lucy,
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if you will be so kind, please tell me what this gathering
"Yes, loyal to King George Latham," laughed Lucy.
of young la.dies means. Some of my comrades are deeply
"Oh, Susie, look yonder!" exclaimed one of the girls
foterested, ancl would like to know the whyfore of it."
suddenly. "There is Hi Hudkins!"
·"We are patriot girls," replied Lucy, "and--"
Dick half turned, and saw that Hiram Hudkins, mounted
"I'm not !" broke in Ethel, tossing her head. "I'm on a big, raw-boned farmhorse, had just joined the Lib- •
loyal to King George."
erty Boys.
·
"Yes, King George Latham," laughed Lucy.
He turned back and looked at the girl who had been
"W€11, that's no business of yours," retorted Ethel.
addressed as Susie.
"
"' I know it," replied Lucy, "but as all the rest of us
"Are you l\fiss Susie Scudder?'' be asked.
girls are patriots and you are in a hopeless minority, it
"Yes, sir," replied the girl, blushing and looking somewould look better if you kept still."
what embarrassed.
·
"Then you are responsible for my Liberty Boys gaining
-'' I'll talk all I want to," said Ethel.
"Yes, we all know when you want to talk that no one a recruit."
"Why, sir? Oh, has he joined the Liberty Boys?"
ican stop you," said Anna Morris, who was a ratheT bright
"Indeed he has, and I believe he is going to make a
and outspoken girl.
"That will do from you, Anna; I don't want any of brave soldier."
Susie blushed more than ever.
your sauce," said Ethel angrily.
"Oh, I hope so, sir," she said. "But how was I respon"Go in the house, then," retorted Anna. "I'm like you;
I'll talk if I want to."
·
· sible for his joining the Liberty Boys?"
"W4y, he said that he heard you say that you wouldn't
"I won't do it; I'll stay right here. I have as much
give two cents for a fellow that didn't have enough patriott:"ight here as any of you."
"Then do keep still, Ethel," said Lucy, "and let me talk ism and bravery in him to join and fight for liberty, and
so he decided to join my company of Liberty Boys."
t-0 lfr.-ah--"
Susie blushed and a chorus of laughter went up from
"My name is Dick Slater, Miss Lucy."
1'What ! Dick Slater? Then you are the
the
girls. Then, after talking a few minutes longer, Dick
captain of the
said:
•
Liberty Boys, are you not?"
"Now I will return to my comrades, and we will go
"I am."
oYeT and go into camp."
.:, And those are the Liberty Boys out there?"
He bowed, an~ turning away, rejoined his comrades.
•'Yes, :Miss Lucy. But when drd you ever hear of them?"
"You can go through that gate yonder, Captain Slater,"
"Why, Tom Saunders, the brother of Sadie, there," incalled out Lucy, pointing.
dicating one of the girls, "is a patriot soldier, and he was
"All right, 1\Ii.ss Lucy," he replied. Then he explained
wounded while with Lafayette's army up in Virginia, and
.to
the Liberty Boys tlrnt the girls were patriots, and the
<!am.e to his home here in the Mecklenburg district to get
well. He saw you and your Liberty Boys up there., and youths swung their hats in the air and gave three cheers for
med to tell us lots about you and what wonderful fighters the patriot mairlens of the Mecklenburg district.
"Is your girl there, Hi?" asked Bob, turning to Rud~
you were."
kins.
"Is he here now?" asked Dick.
"Ye bet Susie's there," was the reply. "And say, she's
"No, he got well and went back to the army. But I am
grinning all over her face. I believe she's glad I j'ined
glad to make your acquaintance and see the Liberty Boys,
the Liberty Boys."
as that is something I never expected to do.I'
"Of · course she -is, Hi," said Dick. "You'll have no
"So are we all glad," cried several of the girls in unison.
"Thank you," said Dick, bowing and smiling. "I iip- trouble at all in winning her now that you are a soldier."
"Then I'm mighty glad I'm a soldier, I tell ye!" de:preciate what you say, and I am sure the boys will, also_,
clared
Hi.
when I ,tell them. But you have not explained why you
"Maype
I can gotted a curl," said Carl. "I vos peen a
girls are gathered together here, Miss Lucy."
"Oh, we have met together here to talk and have an en- solcher."
"G-wan wid yez, Cookyspiller !" said Patsy. "Shure an'
joyable afternoon. We are having a kind of party."
"I am glad that you are patriot girls," said Dick., "and yez wull stand no chance at all whoile Patsy Brannigan is
I hope that the majority of the young men of this vicinity around!"
are patriots,"
Laughing and joking, the Liberty Boys made their way
"Most of them are patriots," said Lucy, "and they will over to the grove in the pasture and proceeded to go into
camp.
soon join the patriot army,"
"I know one young man that won't join the patriot
army," said Ethel.
"No one expects George Latham to JOm the patriot
irmy," retorted Lucy. "He's a rank Tory, and, of course,
CHAPTER III.
'!I: he joins any army it will be that of Cornwallis. Tho~k
~oodness the Lathams are the only Tories in this vicinity."
CAPTURED BY TORIES.
"They are not Tories, they are loyalists," said Ethel,
with a lofty air. "And they are not the only ones in this
It lacked yet at least three hours of sundown, and Dick
vicinity; I'm a loyalist."
Slater decided that while the youths were going into camp
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in the yard
would ric1e westward and see if he could get sight of nodding toward the party of girls, still over
house.
the
of
front
in
Na,ior DaYie or any of his men.
Then, as Lucy Howard and Susie Scudder made their
He communicated his intention to Bob, who thought it
back to this group, Bob mounted his horse, and, acway
along.
go
to
hed
wi
who
but
a good idea,
away
•· ~ o, you r-ta_v here and superintend the work of going companied by ten of the Liberty Boys, galloped
gone.
had
Dick
direction
same
the
in
·
into camp," saitl Dick. "I'll go alone."
He could not see Dick, but as the road led through tun"But you might run up against some redcoats or a
and wound this way and that, making it impossible
ber,
bunch of Tories," objected Bob.
more than a mile ahead, this was not so strange.
see
to
say
yonder
girls
The
guess.
I
Bob,
danger,
'· ~ ot mue:h
""' e'11 overtake him before he has gone ii ve miles," said
that there are scarcely any Tories in this Yicinity."
to :Mark Morrison, and they urged their horses to a
Bob
"They probably meant within a radius of a couple of
gait.
ter
fa
into
get
may
miles. If you go five to ten miles west, you
they failed to do so. They diJ not get sight of Dick
But
a regular nest of 'Tories."
when they had gone about ten miles they came
and
all,
at
'· I guess not, Bob. rm not afraid."
of a little settlement consisting of perhaps
outskirts
the
to
Bob laughed.
houses.
dozen
a
'' Afraid," he said. "I guess you a-ren"t. That's the
"This must be the T0ry settlement that Lucy Howard
trouble with you. You never are afraid of anything; conof," said Bob. ".i: o"·, I wonder if they have gobspoke
i;equently you are likely to get into trouble, and if you
up?"
Dick
bled
should. yon would need me to help get you out of it."
For once in his life Bob decided to be careful. He was
"If I get into trouble, I'll s.end for you, Bob," with a
of a somewhat reckless disposition; was always
naturally
laugh.
only his own safety was concerned, but now he
where
so,
"Oh, all right. I i"ce yon dre determined to go alone.
that possibly the safety of his comrade and friend,
felt
Well, be e:areful, old fellow."
Dick, was involved, so he was constrained to exercise cau"I will he. I usually an1, you know."
tion .
'·Yes. ~ know."
At his command tlie Youths dismounted and led their
Dick mounted his magnificent thoronghbre J, lllajor, and horses in among the tree; at the roadside and tied them tc.
rode away toward the west. Ile was half a mile away, and trees.
~oing at a lively pace, when Lucy Howard came oYer to
"Kow I'll advance cautiom,ly, keeping within the edge _,,,
the encampment , accompanied by Su ie Scudder, who
the timber, and see if I can find anything regarding
of
,rished to have a few words with Ili Hudkins. While
he said. "You boys stay here."
Dick,"
Susie and Hi were talking, Lucy engaged Bob in comersa"All right,'-' replied 1\Iark.
tion .
Bob then made his way along, just within the edge of
'· 1Yhere cfo1 Captain Slater go?" she asked.
timber, till he came to a point from where he could
the
"He is going to ride westward a few miles, in the hope get a good view of the houses, and he was standing there,
of seeing )J ajor Davie," was the reply.
looking for some signs of Dick, when suddenly he felt
Lucy looked grave.
himseH seized from behind by at least four hands, and in
"If he goes too far, he may get into trouble," she said. spite of his struggles he was thrown to the ground with
Bob started, and looked at her inquiringly and some- coasiderable force. Before he could cry out to give the alarm
what anxiously.
to his comrades, he was seized by the throat, and could not
"Why so?'' he asked.
make any noise. His wrists were quickly bound, and a
"Wh:·· there is a settlement of Tories about ten miles rough gag was stuck in his mouth. Then he was jerked to
west of here. And if they were to see him with that blue his feet, and saw that his captors were a couple of roughuniform on, they might shoot him, or make him a pris- looking men, who grinned witlt satisfaction, as one said:
oner."
"Well, we·ye got ye, ye blamed rebel spy! Come along
Bob shook his head, and a sober look came over his face. with us."
They conducted Bob into the settlement, and it. happened
"I wanted him to Jet me go with him," he said, "but
any
was
there
think
didn·t
he
said
He
it.
that the point where Bob had been captured was out of
he wouldn't do
sight of the other Liberty Boys. Neither could they see
alone."
going
in
• clanger
the three as they entered the settlement, so they did not
danger,"
in
be
will
he
"If he gets to the Tory settlement
Bob wa a prisoner.
know
soberly.
declared Lucy,
Bob was conducted to a tavern, and into the main room,
Bob pondered a few moments.
where he found Dick seated on a bench -against the wall,
"I gue, I'd better follow him," he said.
along,
Boys
and confronted by half a dozen rough-lookin g men, who
'· You had better take several of the Liberty
girl.
the
advised
were putting questions to the captive Liberty Boy.
too, Lieutenant Estabrook,"
'rhe half dozen men turned as the Tory entered with
"I will clo so," he said. "I thank you for coming and
and grins of delight and satisfaction appeared on
Bob,
warning me of his danger, :Miss Howard."
1
as they saw that another "rebel" had been capfaces
their
patriot,
a
am
I
see,
You
welcome.
than
' You are more
anJ I want that no harm shall come to any of your num- tured.
"Got anuther, hey, Bill?" cried one.
ber."
"I shure hev !" was the reply.
Bob,
"It is good to see so many girl patriots_." ·said
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"Whar did ye fin' 'im ?"
"~ot by a long shot," added Bob.
1
"Jim an' me grabbed 'im jest over in ther edge of ther
'We'll see about et. Bring 'em out uv doors, boys, an'
timJ.er."
tie
'em to them two trees in front uv ther tavern. They'll
4
( 1'het's- good.
Set him over here by this other feller, an' either hev ter talk er take ther wurst lic1.u' they ever
bed
take the gag out of his mouth. I guess they're pards, in their lives."
·•
limely."
Dick and Bob were seized and hall dragged out of doors
"I reckon thar hain·t no doubt about that," and the and to the trees in question.
felww did as told.
"Take off their coats," ordered Bill, who seemed to be
:9ick stared at Bob in surprise, and doubtless feeling the leader of the Tories.
thai there was no need of pretending that they were stranThis was quickly done.
gers to each other, said:
"Now bring ropes," Bill ordered, "an' tie 'em to ther
"What are you doing here, Bob?"
trees."
"I don't seem to be doing much of anything," with a
This was done, the youths' faces being placed to the
sheepish grin, as he was pu~hed into a seat beside his comtrees, their backs being outward ready for the la.sh.
rade.
"Now bring whips!" cried Bill. There was a savage in"Well, I'm not doing much of anything, either," smiled
tonation to his voice which showed that he meant busiDie.Ir. "But how comes it that you are here? I told you
ness.
to stay behind."
The whips were quickly brought and the two ToTies took
"I know you did, but I was afraid you would get into
up their positions ready to administer the punishmen t at a
trouble, and so I followed anyhow."
:lob did not mention bis comrades, a,s he did not want word from their leader.
Bill stepped around so that he could look in Dick's face,
the Tories to know of their presence.
and said threatenin gly:
"And got into trouble yourself as a result."
"Yes, that's so, but I'm not sorry. You're in trouble
"Now ef ye want ter save yerselves er good lickin', tell
ani misery likes company, so they say, and I am glad I me whut I want ter know!"
am here to be company for you."
"We will tell you nothing," said Dick, firmly.
"Shut up, you two!" commanded the Tory who had just
"Ye'd better!"
·
,'You're talkin' too much."
"No'·"
breugh t Bob m.
dec1·dedly.
-'"We have a right to talk if we want to," said Bob.
"Ye'll git the wurst lickin' ye ever hed ef ye don't!"
"Thet'll do," growlingly. "I'm goin' ter ask ye some
"Let me tell you something ," said Dick in a cold, bard
questions, an' the bes' thing ye can do is to answer 'em."
voice that made an impression on his hearers in spite of
"Go ahead," sa.i d Dick. "Ask your questions, and we themselves. "If you whip my comrade
and myself, it will
will answer them if we feel like it.''
be the worst thing for you that you ever did in your life."
"Kin' uv independe nt an' sassy, hain't ye?" rneeringly.
"Whut'll happen?" half sneeringly.
"Oh, not particularl y, but we are not going to answer , "Just this: Your houses will be burned
to the ground.
ll.IlY questions if we don't want to."
Your families will be rendered homeless, and a goodly
"Don't be 'too shore uv that. J\Iebby we've got ways to number, perhaps all of you men, will be
killed outright."
make people talk."
This was said in a calm manner, devoid of braggadocia,
"Come on with the qpestions," said Bob.
and it seemed to make . considerable impression on the
"Well, in the furst place, whar's the rebel army thet ye majority of the 'Tories, b~t its effect on
Bill was to render
twe fellers belong to?"
him angry.
"You'll liave to find that out for yourselves," .replied
"Ye sassy young scoundrel! " he cried, "I'll show ye!
Dick.
Lay on the whips, boys ! Cut ther blood out uv ther rebel
"How big an army is it?"
spies!"
"'fhat you will have to discover for yourselves, also."
The two 'l'ories who held ~he whips drew back their
"Humph! Ye'd better answer my questions."
arms to strike.
"I don't think so," was the quiet reply.
'"Say, le's make them tell everythin' they know, Bill,''
sail one of the men fiercely.
"Yas," from another: "They're rebel spies, an' l1ain't
got no cause to put on airs. Le's make 'em talk."
. "How?" queried the one addressed as Bill.
CHAPTE R IV.
"Oh, there's plenty u v ways. Fur OilE} thing, we can
tie 'em up to trees an' lick 'em till they're ready ter talk."
THE RESCUE.
:Bill nodded, while a rather fierce look appeared on his
face.
But the blows were not delivered.
'"Thet's so," he said. "We kin do that. We'll make
At this instant there sounded the thunder of hoofbeats,
'em teH ev'rytbin' an' then we'll send ther news by mes- and the Tories whirled and looked westward,
to see a party
sooger to General Cornwallis."
of a dozen Continenta l troopers coming as fast as their
"You won't get any informatio n out of us," said Dick, horses could travel.
quietly.
The troopers set up a. yell when they saw that they were
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seen, and brandished their muskets, and the Tories, aiter
one quick look, turned and fled into the tavern.
Dick and Bob were delighted with the turn affairs had
taken, and Bob fairly shouted for joy.
"Oh, say, we're all right, Dick!" he cried.
"It looks that way, Bob," was the reply.
"Yes; unless the Tories show fight and succeed m
thrashing the soldiers."
"Which they may be able to do, Bob."
"It is possible, of course, but not probable."
"I think, myself, that the soldiers will whip the Tories,
even though there seem to be only about a dozen troopers here."
"And there must be twice that many Tories; but the
soldiers are used to fighting, and the Tories are npt, and
that will make quite a difference."
"True, but the Tories are protected behind the thick
log walls of the tavern and their houses, Bob. That is a
big advantage."
''The troopers'll have 'em out quick enough, Dick."
"Possibly. I hope so."
"So do I."
Just then the troopers dashed up, brought their horses
to a stop and leaped to the ground and dashed toward the
door of the tavern. They evillcntly expected to be :fired
upon, but were agreeably disappointed, for no shots came
from within the building.
Dick and Bob had expected to hear the report of firearms and see some of the troopers go down, also, and were
surprised that this did not occur.
"What's the matter with tbe fellows, anyway, Dick?"
queried Bob.
"I don't know, Bob."
"They are cowards."
"It would seem so."
"Of course they are. Nobody but cowards would tie
fellows up and whip them, as they intended doing with us."
"True."
Suddenly Bob uttered a yell.
"Yonder they go!" he cried. "They've left the taYern
and houses and are taking refuge in the timber. Yonder
they are!"
The leader of the troopers, a handsome young man of
perhaps twenty-four years, wearing a lieutenant's uniform,
dashed around the tavern, followed by his men, and caugb.t
sight of the Tories, who were just disappearing amid the
trees over at the east side of the settlement.
"Shall we follow them?" cried one of the troopers.
"No, it would do no good," replied the lieutenant. "We
couldn't catch them, and they miglit ambush us and do
us a great deal of damage."
"That's so."
"Come on; we'll free these two soldiers and learn what
this affair means."
They turned and made their way back around to the
front of the tavern, and bringing their knives into play,
quickly freed Dick and Bob.
"Thanks, comrades," said Dick. "You came at a most
opportune moment."
"Yes, they were just on the point of administering a
Hogging to us," said Bob.
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"Who are you?" asked the lieutenant, eyeing the two
keenly, and with a -1ook o.f approval on his face.
"My name is Dick Slater," said Dick, "and this is--"
"What!" exclaimed the lieutenant, while murmurs of
surprise and excitement escaped the lips of his men. "You
don't mean to tell me that you are the famous Dick Slater,
the great spy, and captain o.f the Liberty Boys ?H
"I am the captain of the Liberty Boys, yes, sir," was
the reply. "But I don't know about the 'famous' part 0f
it. This is my first lieutenant, Bob Estabrook. And you
are-"
"I am Lieutenant Arthur Sloan, with Major Davie's
force."
"I am glad to make your acquaintance," said Dick,
shaking hands with the young patriot officer heartily.
"And I am more than delighted to make your acquaintance, Captain Slater," earnestly and enthusiastically. "I
have heard a great deal regarding you, but neveT expected
to meet you."
"And aren't you glad to make my acquaintance, toi, ?"
grinned Bob, with a whimsi.cal air. "I'm as famous as
Dick is, only nobody knows anything about it but me."
The lieutenant laughed and shook hands with Bob, at
the same time saying:
"I've heard of you also, Bob Estabrook. You are too
modest, for I think that there are others beside vourseU
·
who know about your being a famous fighter."
"Yes, I fancy some of the redcoats that I have met witli
know it," chuckled Bob, "and some of them don't," he
added, significantly.
"Bob is all right, and my right-hand man," said Dick.
",Ye are inseparable comrades, almost; are as much to each
other as brothers could be."
"Aud if the stories I have heard are true you will be
brothers indeed, some day," smiled the lieutenant.
"Possibly," smiled Dick. The young patriot officer referred to the fact that Dick was engaged to be married to
Alice Estabrook, Bob's sister, while Bob was engaged to
Edith Slater, Dick's sister. 1rhis was known throughimt
the Continental army, and had come to the lieutenant's
ears, along with other stories about Dick and Bob.
''Your Liberty· Boys are down in this part of the country, of course," remarked the lieutenant.
"Yes," replied Dick. "They are about ten miles east
of here."
"Have you your full force?"
"Yes, our ranks have been recruited until we have our
full hundred in the company."
"And we expect to get more recruits," spoke up B~b.
"There are about two dozen young fellows living in the
v'icinity of our encampment, who will probably join our
company."
"Good," said Lieutenant Sloan.
Dick now explained how it happened that he and Bob
had been made prisoners by the Tories, and inqufred the
whereabouts of Major Davies' force.
"Our little army is about ten miles west of here," replied
the lieutenant.
"How strong ·a force is it?"
"We have about twelve hundred men."
"And where is Cornwallis and his army?"
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"They are about five miles west 0£ us."
"How strong an army has Cornwallis?"
"I can't really say, but I judge he has several thousand
men."
"What success have you haa in holding his army in
check?"
"Pretty good success, considering that his £orce is so
much superior to our own, and now that we are to have
you and your Liberty Boys to help us, we will be able to
do even better."
"Oh, come!" ·laughed Dick. "Don't pile it on like
that. We may be able to help some, 0£ course, but probably not enough so that the difference will be noticed."
"Well, now, i£ we don't make it lively £or the redcoats
it will be £unny," said Bob. "You see, I am not modest like
Dick," he added, with a grin.
The lieutenant laughed and clapped Bob on the shoul1
der.
"You're all right, anyway," he said. "Captain Slater is
too modest, I know, £or i£ one-hal£ the stories I have
heard about you Liberty Boys is true, and I have no doubt
they are, then you will indeed make it lively £or the redcoats."
"We'll do our best," said Dick, smiling.
The three now turned their· attention to their present
surroundings.
"This seems to be a kind 0£ nest of Tories," remarked
the lieutenant.
"Yes," said Bob. "It is a Tory settlement. Lucy Howard told me about it, Dick," he went on, addressing his
comrade, "and that is the reason I followed you here."
"Well, the men seem to be so cowardly that I don't think
they will do much damage," said the lieutenant.
"Sometimes that kind of men do more damage than
b~ave ones," said Dick. "They slip around and do their
meanness on, the sly."
"That's right," said Bob, "and I think it wmtld be a
goodi idea to devote a little attention to the people of this
settlement, now that we are here."
"What can we do?" the lieutenant asked.
"I'll tell you what we might do," said Dick. "I see
the women and children are still in the houses, and we
can go to them and tell them to warn their husbands to be
careful what they do, if they don't want to get into trouble."
"That can do no harm, at any rate, and may do some
good," the lieutenant agreed.
"That's so," said Bob. "If we can intimidate the rascals it may keep them from taking an active part in
affairs."
At this moment one of the troopers uttered an exclamation:
"L@ok yonder i" he cried.
All looked in the direction indicated and saw the Tories,
a score at least in number, coming toward them on the
run, muskets in hand.
"They're going to attack us!" cried Dick.
"They're not such great cowards, after all," from Bob.
"Into the taver_n, everybody!" ordered the lieutenant.
"We'll fire at them from the windows."

The troopers rushed into the tavern, £allowed by the
lieutenant, Dick and Bob.
Six of the troopers hastened upstairs to the windows on
the east side of the building, while the rest stationed themselves at the downstairs windows.
"Wait till they get well within range," said the lieutenant, "and take good aim and give it to them."
"Yes, that's the thing to do," agreed Dick.
Dick and Bob were given muskets, and were in a position to do their share of fighting.
On came the Tories, yelling at the top of their voices
and brandishing their rifles. Possibly they thought they
could scare the patriot soldiers into taking refuge in flight.
If so, however, they were badly fooled, for the patriots had
no intention of fleeing. The fact that the Tories outnumbered them almost two to one bad no effect on them. Then,.
too, they were protected by the walls of the tavern, which
practically equalized matters.
Nearer and nearer came the Tories, and then suddenly
from upstairs came the sharp report of firearms.
One of the Tories went down, evidently seriously
wounded, but the others kept on advancing. ·
"The men upstairs :fired too soon," said Dick. "The
Tories were not close enough."
"They are close enough now," cried the lieutenant
"Take aim!"
All leveled their muskets and took careful aim.
"Fire!" ordered the lieutenant.
Crash-roar ! rang out the muskets.
The result was all that could be desired.
Four of the Tories went down, dead or wounded, and
the others came to a sudden halt.
At this moment they were fired upon from the rear by
the party of Liberty Boys who had come with Bob, and
they turned and fled back to the shelter of the timber,

CHAPTER V.
IKVITED TO THE DANCE.

"We've li~hd them! Hurrah!" cried Bob.
"Yes, I think that will be all that they will want," said
the lieutenant.
The patriots now emerged from the tavern and made
their way to where the five Tories lay. There were five
women and a number of children there ahead of themthe wives and children of the dead and wounded Tories.
The women and children were crying bitterly, and the
women began upbraiding the patriots, but the lieutenant
told them to husI1.
"Your husbands are altogether to blame for this_." he
said. ' "In the first place, they made prisone!"s of Captain
Slater and Lieutenant Estah;:i:ook here, and were going to
whip them, after tying them up to trees; and in the second
place, they made the attack, and have, as I have said, only
themselves to blame."
The women aaid no more, but kept on crying.
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It was found that two of the Tories were dead and three
severely wounded, and on receiving orders to that effect,
the patriot troopers carried the two dead Tories and the
three wounded ones to their homes.
11
N ow, what is next on the programme?" asked Bob.
"I guess we will return to our army," replied Lieuten:int Sloan. "It has probably gone into camp by this time."
Dick glanced at the sun, which was perhaps an hour
.
high.
"I guess we'll go along with you, Lieuterlant Sloan," he
said. "We want to see Major Davie."
"Glad to have you," said the lieutenant.
Dick found his horse in the stable hack of the tavern,
and quickly bridled and saddled him, and he and Bob
mounted and joined the patriot troopers, who were waiting
in front of the tavern.
Dick told the other Liberty Boys to return to the encampment, and they set out at once, as did the other party
also1
Dick rocle beside the lieutenant, and secured a great deal
of interesting information about Major Davie and his little army, and also about Cornwallis and his army.
They rode at 3:: gallop, and half an hour later arrived at
the patriot encampment.
Major Davie was a man of perhaps forty years, and was
a quiet, good-looking man, and had the appearance of
being a good and able commander, as was indeed the case.
He had heard of Dick Slater and the Liberty Boys, and
was delighted to meet Dick and Bob.
"Where are your Liberty Boys, Captain Slater?" he
asked.
Dick told him, and then added :
"We will come here in the morning and join you."
"Thanks, I shall be glad to have you."
After half an hour's talk Dick and Bob mounted their
horses and rode away toward the east.
"You had better look out for those Tories at the Tory
settlement," called out Lieutenant Sloan after them.
"We will," replied Dick.
"They had better look out for us," laughed Bob.
The lieutenant laughed in response and remarked to
some of the men that Bob's words were not very far from
the truth.
Dick and Bob rode onward at a gallop, but ·it was dark
before they got to the Tory settlement. At the edge of
the timber a couple of miles west of the settlement, they
paused.
They saw lights in the various houses and doubted not
that the Tories were back in their homes.
"I guess we will be safe in riding right through," said
.
D~k.
"I think so," agreed Bob.
"Oh, ye do, do ye!" roared a v01ce right in front of
them.
"Surrender, ye blamed rebel spies!"
"An ambush!" exclaimed Bob.
"Forward, Bob!" cried Dick.
They put spurs to their horses, and the spirited animals
leaped forward, almost at top speed.
At the second leap they were among the Tories, who
could now be dimly seen leaping about.
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Yells of pain and .cries of rage went up from the Tories
as several of their number were knocked down by the
horses and trampled under foot.
Those who escaped from being upset by the horses managed to fire upon the two Liberty Boys, ancl the crack,
crack, crack ! of the rifles was heard, and the bullets whistled all around the youths.
It was a wonder they were not hit, but as good luck
would have it, they escaped uninjured.
In a . few moments they were free of the Tories and
dashing through the settlement at the best speed of their
horses.
''Let's give them a shot, Dick!" cried Bob.
"All right, Bob."
Their muskets were slung a.t their saddle horns, so could
not be gotten at quickly, and each youth drew a pistol, half
turned in his saddle, leveled the weapon and fired.
Crack, crack !
A wild yell of pain went up on the night air.
"We must have hit one of them, anyhow," chuckled Bob.
"You are right. Both bullets were not wasted, anyhow," said Dick.
·On through the settlement they dashed, but slackened
speed as they approached the timber on the east side.
It was now quite dark, and the youths did not care to
ride so fast along the w:inding road. They did not fea1
pursuit, anyway, and there was no need of haste. ·
A little more 'than an hour later they arrived at their
encampment on tI1e Howard plantation.
They were given a joyful welcome by their comrades, .
who wanted to know what had kept them, and if they had
had any adventur<?s.
"Have we had any adventures?" exclaimed B0b. "Well,
I should say we have had-eh, Dick?"
"Yes," smiled Dick. "We ran plump into a. nest of
Tories at a settlement ten miles west of here, and were
both captured."
"Tell us about it," cried Mark Morrison.
"Yah, dell us abouid id," said Carl Gookenspieler.
"H~w vos id you gotted avay ?"
"Kape sthill, Dootchy !" cried Patsy. "Dick wull till us
all about it if you wull give him a chance."
"Geep sdill yoursellufs !" retorted Carl, belligerently.
Djck quickly and briefly related the story of their experiences since leaving camp, and the Liberty Boys listened
with interest.
"Say, let's go to that settlement and clean the Tories
.out!" cried Sam Sanderson.
"We will attend to them to-morrow," said Dick.
"Thot's phwat we wull !" declared Patsy, who was always
eager for a fight.
"Say," remarked Bob Estabrook, "I wonder why the
house is all lighted up, yonder?"
"That's what I've been wondering," said Dick. "There
seems to be lights in every room in the house."
"I'll tell you what it means, Dick," said Bob Oddy.
"Them girls air all there yit, an' they sent fur their fellers
to come. They want 'em to see you an' jine our comp'ny,
an' there's goin' to be a dance an' big supper. 1':Iaw, haw,
haw!"
"Hurrah!" cried Bob. "Say, that will be fun. We'll
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dance and eat and enjoy ourselves to-night, q.nd to-morrow
.
we'll go after the redcoats red-he;."
"Go after the redcoats red-l:iot," repeated Bob Oddy.
"Say, that sounds funny. Haw, haw, haw! He, he, he!"
and he bent over forward and laughed loudly.
Ben Spurlock gave Bob a push with his foot, sending
him over on his face on the ground, where he lay, still
laughing uproariously.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Carl Gookenspieler, his fat sides
shaking. "Id alvays rnake rne laugh to see Pob Oddy
laugh. Oh, ha, ha, ha! Ho, ho, ho!"
"Shut up, Dootchy !" cried Patsy. "You make more
noise dhan a mule brayin' ! Shure an' ye do."
At the same time be gave Carl a shove and upset him
on top of Bob Oddy, whose laughter terminated in a gurs
gling squeak, Carl's two hundred pounds crushing the
wind all out of him.
Carl scrambled to his feet and wanted to fight Patsy
off-band, but some of the Liberty Boys intervened and
forced him to sit down and keep quiet.
Bob Oddy _also arose and brushed the dirt off his clothes
a.ud seated lnmself.. He kep_t up a chucklmg, however, for
he could see fun rn anytbmg.
Just then Lucy Howard put in an appearance.
"So you got back safely, Captain Slater," she remarked.
"I am glad of that."
"Yes, I brought him back in safety, Miss Howard," said
Bob, with a laugh. "He ran right into that nest of Tories
and was captured, and--"
/- "So did you," laughed Dick. "We were both captured,
Miss Howard, and were rescued by some patriot troopers
belonging to Major Davie's force."
Then he told her the story briefly, she listening with
interest.
"Oh, I am so glad you succeeded in getting away from
the Tories," said Lucy, earnestly.
"So are we!" chuckled Bob. "But say, Miss Lucy, is it
true that we are going to get a chance to dance and eat a
big supper over at your house to-night?"
"Yes, Lieutenant Estabrook. That is why I am here
now. I have come to invite you and your Liberty Boys
over to the house, Captain Slater."
"The house won't hold us all, will it?" queried Dick.
"Oh, yes; and more, too. The girls that you saw iR the
yard this afternoon are all there, and about thirty young
men whom I wish you to become acquainted with."
"Ah, are they the ones who are to join our company?"
asked Dick.
•
"Yes," replied Lucy.
"That is good. That will increase our force to about
one hundred and thirty, and we ought to be able to make
things lively for Cornwallis's redcoats."
"I hope that you .vill be able to do so," said Lucy, "and
I hope that our young men will give good accounts of
thern~elves."
"Oh, I JiaYe no doubt on that score," said Dick. "H
they are as braYe as you girls are patriotic they will certainl_y prove to be g-ood fip:hters."
"I hope that rnch will pro Ye to be the case." earnestly.
"And now, Captain Slater, you and your Liberty Boys
come on over to the hou e. Father bas just got back from
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Charlotte, and I want you to meet him first of all, after
which I will introduce you to the young men who are to
become your recruits."
'' All right, Miss Lucy. I thank you for your kind invitat:ion. Come along, boys."
"You bet we'll come, Dick," said Bob Oddy. "Haw,
haw, haw! Ho, ho, ho!"
"Here is vere ve vill haf sorne fun, alretty," declared
Carl. "You pet rne your life ve vill gome, Tick!"
"Shure an' Oi can see Dootchy out on dhe floor dancin' !" remarked Patsy Brannigan, sarcastically. "It's
graceful as an iliphunt he'll be afther bein', Oi'm thinkin'."
"I gan tance mit shust so much gracefulness as vat you
gan, Batsy Prannigan !" retorted Carl.
"Dhere's agotism for yez !" said Patsy. "Phy, Oi'm
wan av dhe bist dhancers phwat iver sthepped out on a
floor."
Dick and Lucy Howard were already making their way
toward the house and Bob and the other Liberty Beys
promptly followed.
The prospect of dancing with the girls and eating a
~ood supper was an attractive one and they looked forward
to an evening of rare enjoyment:

CHAPTER VI.
HELPING FIGHT THE BRITISH.

In all that crowd that was at the Howard home that
evening there were only two persons that were not happy.
These two were Ethel Howard and her sweetheart, Geor~e
Latham.
Ethel had gone to the Latham home and had insisted
that George come to the dance. He had not wanted to do
so, for be knew that all the other young men would be
patriots, and that he would not feel at his ease, but Ethel
was so insistent, would not take no for an answer, that at
last he had told her he would come.
He did come, but, as has been stated, be was not happy;
neither was Ethel, but she pretended to be.
But as she saw the other young men and the Liberty
Boys treating George cold1y, her anger rose, and she began
to be disagreeable, and to say disagreeable things to the
patriot youths. She upbraided such as she was well acquainted with, and scolded them for not being more
friendly with George.
"Oh, come now, Ethel," said Joe Bolton, one of the
young men to whom Ethel complained, "you know, and we
know, that George is a Tory, and you ought not to expect
ua to treat him as kindly as we do those that we know are
patriots. I don't like Tories, and I don't care who knows
it, either."
"You're as rnean as you can be!" said Ethel, her eyes
snapping.
"I don't see it that way, Ethel. It's only natural that
a fellow should not like OD" who is an avowed enemy."
"George isn't an avowed enemy."
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"Yes, he is. He's a Tory and I'm a patriot, and Tories
and patriots are avowed enemies. We're soldiers, now, you
lmow, Ethel. .All of us fellows have joined Captain Slater's Liberty Boys."
"The more fools you!" sneeringly.
"I don't think so."
"I do. Why, General Cornwallis will be here with his
army in a few days, and then h~ will kill or capture all the
Liberty Boys, and the entire force of Major Davie as well."
"I suppose that's George's story, eh?" smiled Joe.
Ethel colored, but made denial.
"No, it is my own idea," she said. "Common sense
tells me that."
"Well, your common sense is at fault, then, Ethel," retorted Joe, "for no such thing will happen."
"You'll see."
"So will you," replied Joe, and turned away, smiling,
and asked his sweetheart to dance with him, and the next
moment they were whirling across the floor to the music
from the violin in the hands of the musician.
George Latham managed to stay till after supper was
over, but he had enough of it by then, and told Ethel that
he was going home.
"Oh, stay till the dance ia ended, George!" she pleaded.
She didn't want that the patriot youths and the other girls
should think that George had not had the courage to- stay.
"No, I'm going home, Ethel. It isn't any fun for me
here, I can tell you."
"I know; but it pleases me to have you here, and you
ought to be willing to stay on that a~count," poutin<tly.
0
"I am wi11·rug to do almost anythlng for you, Ethel," he
said, "but this is practically torture, and I don't see that
upon to endure it any longer. I'm b<1oin<1o> so
I am called
•
'
;
good-rught."
She said no more, save to accompany him to the door
and bid him good-night, but there was a frown on her
face the rest of the evening, and a smouldering fire in her
eyes. · It was evident that she was in an angry mood.
She took it out in scolding her sister Lucy, but that
maiden was so happy that she merely laughed the illnatured remarks 0£ her sister off, which made Ethel all the
angrier.
Mr. Howard was talking to Dick Slater quite a while.
'l'he planter was in reality a patriot, though, as Ethel had
insisted, he had never come right out and stated that such
was the fact. There had been no need of doing so. Nor
did he say it even now, in so many words; but in all Jii,talk it was easy to see that he sympathized with the cau~e
, of Liberty, and that he was at heart a true and ardent
patriot.
1
He said that he was glad the young men had decidec1 tu
' join Dick's company of Liberty Boys.
"It will make men of them," he declared. "I have heard
much about the prowess of the Liberty Boys, and so know
that, in so far as fighting is concerned, they could not join
a force that would be likely to give them more to do in
•
that line."
"We will try and show them some fighting," was Dick's
quiet and modest reply.
"I have no doubt of it. The British will soon be in this
vicinity, you think, Captain Slater?" ·

11

"Yes, sir; they are only fifteen miles away. They will
doubtless reach this vicinity by the day after to-morr~w."
"Davie's force is too light to do much against Cornwallis's army, then?"
"Yes, sir; it can do little, save retard the enemy's progress to a certain degree. It is not strong enough to o'fl'er
open battle."
"Well, it can't be helped. \Ye must accept matters as
they are, and do the best we can."
"Yee, Mr. Howard. But it i" possible that, i£ a real
.favorable position can be found, ,,e may give the enemy a
fight-we must be in a measure ambushed, y@u know."·
"Yes, and I ,don't know of any such favorable position
,
in these parts, Captain Slater."
Dick smiled.
"You have liyed here many years, Hr. Howard," he
said, "while I have been here only a few hours, but I think
I know a good point for 011r purpose."
"Indeed? Where, Captain Slater?"
"That knoll, just back of the pasture where we are encamped. The road rounds the foot of tbe knoll wnich ii
heavily wooded, and if you did not object to 01;r offering
battle practically. on your plantation, we could, I feel confident, give the Eritish a good fight, there."
Mr. Howard's eyes shone.
"I have no objection to offer," hr declared. "I could
not help myself, even if I had, if the patriot army wished
to station itself there and offer battle; and I wouldn't
help myself if I could."
"Then it is practically settled," said Dick. "For I am
confident that l\Iajor Davie will eee the advantao-es of the
position when he gets· here, and will be eager to :tation his
force there, and offer battle to Cornwallis."
"I hope so, Captain Slater; and I hope that you will
whip the British, too!"
"That, I fear, is too much to hope for; but we can get
the b~tter 0£ them, comparatively speaking; that is to say,
we w1Il undoubtedly be able to inflict far more damage on
them than they will be able to inflict on us, which will
be t~tamount to a victory."
"True, Captain Slater.''
The dance and supper were a great snccess. 'rhe Lib~rty Boy:s enjoyed themselves hugely, and were sorry when
1t was time to quit; but they knew they must be in good
trim to sit in the saddle all next day, and perhaps engage
in a brush with some 0£ the redcoats, and so they made no
objection when at midnight Dick ordered them· to return
to camp. The thirty young men accli)mpanied the Liberty
Boys, for they had joined the company, and had come, all
ready to stay.
:\"ext morning the Liberty Boys broke camp soon ailer
sun-up, and rode away toward the west.
The girls, all of whom had remained at the Howarcl
plantation, were up early, also, and after bidding the Liberty Boys good-by, stood out in the yard and waved to them
as long as they were in sight.
"I dell you dose curls hated to see rne go avay/' said
Carl Gookenspieler, as the company rode around the bend
and disappeared 'from view of the girls.
"Such agotism !" cried Paby Brannigan. "Dhc oidea
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av innywan hatin' to see Dootchy go arny. Shure an' it's
glad to be rid av yez dey are."
"Speak for yoursellufs, Batsy Praunigan," retorted
Carl. "I pet me dose curls were glac1 to see you go avay,
but not so mit mineselluf. Dwo or c1hree of them c1old me
dot dey vished I vould stay."
"Dhey were stuffin' yez, Oookyspiller. Dh\y were just
havin' fun wid yez, thot was all."
"I don't pelieve me dot. Dey meant vat dey sait, you
pet my life."
When the Liberty Boys reached the Tory settlement, not
a man was to be seen. Only the women and children were
there.
Dick asked one of the women where the men were, and
she frankly said that they had 8een the Liberty Bo_y. coming, and had fled to the timber for safety.
i'Well, you tell them they had better remain neutral and
not take any part in the war," said Dick. "If they try to
render assistance to Cornwallis, they will get themselves
into serious trouble."
"I'll tell them," said the woman. "I ho]Je they'll do
what ye say, sir, for already two have been kiJ!ed and three
wounded, as ye know, sir."
''Yes, I know, and there will be more of i.hem killed if
they clcm't keep out of th is affair."
·' We wimmen of £he settlement will do all we can to
keep them from doing anything to help the British," declared the woman.
The Liberty Boys rode on through the settlement and
were within perhaps a mile of the point where Davie's force
was encamped when the sound of firing came to their ears.
Dick listened a few moments.
There could be no doubt about it; it was the rattle of
muskets.
"A fight is on!" cried Bob, eagerly.
"The British have attacked Davie's force," said Mark
:Morrison.
"Thet's it, rnre as shootin' !" declared Bob Oddy "Haw,
haw, haw! Ho, ho, ho!"
"Let's get there as quick as possible, Dick," from Bob_.
"We want to have a hand in that affair."
"Forward p: cried Dick.
He urged Major forward at a gallop, and the other Liberty Boys followed pell-mell.
The roa.d wound this way and that through the timber,
and in many places the branches of the trees hung low,
making it a difficult ride for the horsemen, but it did not
matter to the Liberty Boys. They bent low over the neC'ks
of their horses and dashed onward Tecklessly.
They had r.wt been engaged in a battle for more than a
week, and the sound of musketry excited them not a little.
They wanted to reach the ~ene of action before the encounter came to an end.
Louder and louder sounded the rattle of the muskets.
It really sounded as if a fair-sized battle was in progress.
Closer and closer to the encampment drew the Liberty
Boys, and suddenly they emerged from the timber and into
the open space at the foot of the hill where Majo·r Davie's
force was encamped.
The scene was just about what the Liberty Boys had expected to see.
The patriot force was being attacked by a British fo~ce of
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about equal strength, and the battle was raging fast and
furious.
So far as could be judged, the affair was about equal.
Keither force seemed to as yet have gained an advantage.
This was as it should be, but the Liberty Boys made up
their minds instantly that the patriot force should. speedily
gain an advantage if they could bring it about.
'l'he British force was drawn up in line a quarter of a •
mile long, in easy musket shot distance o.f the patriot .force,
and presented a fair mark for the Liberty Boys to aim at.
"Charge them!" yelled Dick at the top of his voico and
waYing his sword in the air. "Charge the redcoats! Ride
right over them! Down with the King! Long live Liberty !"
Straight toward the center of the British lines na&hec!
Dick, and after him, waving pistols in the air and ;:;ltouting
"Down with the King! Long live Liberty!" dashed tha
darin~ Liberty Boys.

rn.\ PTER VII.
THE DEFEAT OF THE ENEMY.

Fortunately for the Liberty Boys, the British had jud •
fired a volley at Major Davie's force, and consequently i.l:eil'
muskets were empty~ The redcoats were hastily rechargin~
the weapons, but could not get them in readiness for use
hdore the Lil)ertv Boys were upon them.
When within about :fifteen yards of the· British, DiC'k
gave the command to fire, and the youths discharged their
pi~tols full in the £aces of the British soldiers; and the ne.:-t
moment they were upon the redcoats, tearing the lines' into
pieces and upsetting and trampling under foot dozens of ll1e
soldiers.
Shouts of anger and pain went up from the redcoats, and
they fought back at i.he young patriot horsemen as be,:t
they :rn.igbt; but they could not do much damage.
'fhrough the lines dashed the Liberty Boys, and tlicn
they whirled and .rode back through again, and dashe,l
across and joined Major Davie's force.
The major seized upon this moment, when the Brifi,h
were all mixed up and confused, and his men fired a volley,
which did considerable execution; and then on the heels of
this the major cried :
"Charge bayonets, men !I'
The men ob~:yed instantly.
Forward they dashed, with bayonets ready £or use, an11
the Liberty Boys whirled their horses and dashed towarcl
the redcoats again 1 aiming at a point farther along the line •
than where they had struck it the first time.
Again they gave utterance to their war cry of, "Down
with the King! Long live Liberty!" And then they stn1ck
the lines of the enemy with such terrible force as to hurl
the ~1diers to the ground as though only toy men, and on
through they went, firing their pistols as they did so.
Then :Major Davie's men struck the British line, and for
a few minutes the liveliest kind of a hand-to-hand :fight ensued; but, thanks to the demoralization in the ranks .of the
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''I think so. Tbey are probably hidden from sight bi;
British that hacl been caused by the action of the Liberty
Boys, the patriots speedily got the better of the encounter, the timber."
"Doubtless you are right."ancl the British wavered, first, faltered, and then turned aml
P erhaps five minutes passed and then Bob called out::
fted t<1ward the west at the top of their speed. Many threw
"Haven't you seen anything of them yet?"
away their muskets, they were so frightened, and the retreat
"No, Bob," was the reply; "and I don't understand it ai
became a rout.
Cheer;, of victory went up from the patriots, and they all."
"Probably they have stopped in the timber somewl1ere
set out in pursuit, but followed not more than a quarter of
are waiting for the main army to come along."
and
force
British
main
the
but
a mile, as there was no knowing
"In that case they are likely to wait quite awhile, for I
might be near at hand.
'l'he patriots returned to camp, and proceeded to look can see at lea,-t four miles to.. ard the west, and the mai:c.
after their wounded, and also the British wounded as well. army is not in sight."
'rhev found that twentv redcoats were dead and seventeen
"That's qn<.;or. It ought to be closer than that. It was
lay ;n the field, wound~d. The patriots had lost only five, encamped only a liWe more than five miles from Major
and seven wounded.
Davie's force last night."
The Liberty Boys had not lost one, but several had re''It seems rather strange," said Dick.
ceived wounds, though none of theae were serious, luckily.
.Again there was silence for perhaps five minutes. Then.
Major Davie called Dick to him and said:
suddenly came an e:s:clamation from Dick:
"Captain Slater, I thank you for the wonderfull::, effect"I see them!"
ive work that you and your Liberty Boys have done. But
"Where?" cried Bob, eagerly.
for your corning, we should ]iaye been forced to retreat, I
"About a mi.le and a half almost due south of us," was
think."
the reply . "Jt is the entire British army, and they arn
"You arc more than welcome to what we did, )fajor undoubtedl y trying to make a detour and get _in ahead of,
Davie," was Dick's reply. "We came down here to render Major Davie's force."
you all the assistance in our power, and that is , :hat we
'''l'hey must not be permitted to do that, Dick.'i
are going to do."
indeed. We 111 ust get back as quickly a;, possible,
"No,
"Well, you have started out splendidly. .And now, Capthe major."
warn
and
tain Slater, you can do me still further service this mornwas coming down out of the tree as swiftly as poasiDick
,
ing, if you wish."
ble while talki'ng, and a few moments later he reached the ~
".Anything you like, Major Davie. Myself and. Liberty
ground and leaped into the saddle.
Boys are wholly at your service."
"Follow me!" he cried, and whirling his horse, he dashed
"\Vbat I wish you to do is this: Go after that British
in the direction of Major Davie's encampment.
away
force and watch it, and look out for the coming of the
Liberty Boys came after him pell-mell, and in an
The
main force. I don't want to be taken by surpri1'~. If we
short space of time they were back in camp, and
incredibly
have time, I want to bury the dead and send th0 wounded
Dick hacl told Major Davie the news.
on ahead of my force."
"So that is their game, is it?" exclaimed the major.
"Myself and Liberty Boys will be off at once, anc1 we
well. We will see what we can do to foil them."
"Very
will see to it that you are not taken by surprise, Major
seems to be about only one thing to do," saicl<
"There
Davie."
"Thank you, Captain Slater. When you think it lime for Dick.
"That is to break camp and march east as rapidly as posme to get away from here, send a messenger."
eh?"
sible,
"I will do so."
"Yes, and I think that by doing that we can beat them."
Dick told the Liberty Boys what they were to do, and all
"I think so. You see, we have only to march in a direct
leaped into their saddles, and the force rode away toward
on the main road, and will have a shorter distance to
line
the west.
Onward they dashed for perhaps a mile and a half, and 1traverse than the British, as they are making a detour and
then they came to the top of a ridge covered with a growth traveling in a semi-circle."
The dead British and patriot soldiers had been buried
of timber.
the wounded had been sent on ahead, and now Maj(:)r
and
Dick call~d a halt, at the same time saying :
gave the command to break camp.
Davie
I'm
ambush.
ah
into
run
not
and
"We must be careful
This was done as quickly as possible, and sgon the entire
going to see if we can get that British fort before we g0
force was on the march, making as rapid headway a" pos•
any farther."
He leaped to the ground and began climbing a large tree sible in the direction of Charlotte.
Dick and Major Davie rode side by side in the lead, and
which stood close by the road. Up he climbed until way in
the top, and then he paused and gazed long and searchingly, Dick said:
"If we can get to the Howard plantation ahead of the
toward the west.
British, I think it will be a good thing to give them battle." ·
"See them?" called up Bob.
"Can we aecure a good position there, 'Captain Slater?"
"No," was the reply; "I can't see anything of them at
"Yes, sir, a splendid one. There is a wooded knoll there
all."
so steep that. it would be hard work for the British to charge
"That's queer."
up the slope, and your force of twelve hundred or so would
"Yes, so it seems to me."
"You'll get your eyes on them directly, though, likely." be equal to three or four times that number."
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''Then we will get there ahead of the :British and give · "Your
rebels may have a strong position," said Ethel,
them battle, Captain Slater, " said the major, determinedly. "but they
are no such :fighters as the British soldiers, and
He urged his men to renewed exertions and they moved will surely
get whipped."
forward on the double-quick.
"Who told you that they are no such fighters as the
"H they can keep that up, we will reach the Howard British, Ethel? "
.,
planta tion before noon," said Dick; "and I think that will
"Kobody. I just know they are not," was the reply.
be more than the redcoats can do."
1
On they went, the Liberty Boys in the lead, and behind "How can they be? '1 hey have had very little experience, •
while the British are all tra.ined soldiers, having had expethem the foot soldiers.
They reached the 1-fowaTd planta tion about half-past rience in wars in Europe and elsewhere."
"I suppose George Latham told you that," said Lucy,
eleven and took up their position on top of the knoll Dick
sarcastically.
had. spoken of.
"Ko, he didn't, but if he had it would be none of your
Major Davie and Dick looked the ground over carefully.
busines
s, Lucy Howard."
''Well ?" remarked Dick when they had finished their
Lucy
laughed good-humoredly and went into the kitchen
examination.
·
to help her mother with the work, Mr. Howard going out of
"It's a strong position, Captain Slater. "
"I though t you would say so," in a tone of satisfaction. doors to his work.
Left alone, Ethel Howard looked thoughtfully at the
."Yes, I believe we can hold this position against the
floor
for a few moments, and then puttin g on her bonnet,
British, although they outnumber us five to one."
she quietly left the house and made her way in the direction
''I think so, sir. We'll try it, at any rate."
of the Latham home.
"So we will."
'I'here was a grim, determined look on her face and it was
Naturally, the Howards were quite interested in the proceedings and were somewhat excited to think there was ev1dent she was bent on no idle errand, but that she had
some definite plan in mind in visiting the Latham home.
likely to be a battle so near their home.
Mr. Howard came up to the knoll and was introduced
to Major Davie by Dick. ,
"Do you think my family will be in danger if they stay
at th~ home? " queried Mr. Howard, somewhat anxiously.
"I hardly think so," was Major Davie's reply. "The
British will be firing up in our direction, and, on our paTt,
CHAP TER VIII.
we will be-careful not to aim either of the field pieces
in
the direction of your house."
DICK CAfTUR ES GEORGE LATHA M.
"And as for the musket balls," aaid Dick, "they won't
George Latham saw Ethel coming, and came out of the
carry that far."
"Than k you," said Mr. Howar d; "you have relieved my house to meet and greet her.
They sat down on a bench under a large elm tree, and
mind considerably."
.
When Mr. Howard went back to.the house he explained Ethel at once plunged into the business that had brought
matters to his wife and daughters and told them that he did her there.
not think they would be in any danger in remaining at the
"George," she said, still pan ting as the result of her
house during the battle.
rapid walk, "do you know that the rebel force is encamped
"Oh, I am glad of that!" exclaimed Lucy. "I have been on the knoll by our house?"
wanting to see a battle, and I will get to do so."
"No, Ethel, " was the reply; "I saw the rebels pass, but
"Uh!" shuddered Mrs. Howard. "I shall be frightened didn't know that they had stopped
at your place and gone
nearly to death."
into camp."
"I don't believe that I shall be afraid at all," said Lucy.
"'l'hey have, up on the knoll, and they are going to offer
''You may not feel afraid, " said Ethel, almost viciously; battle to the British ."
"but you certainly will feel sad and disappointed when the
"Well, they'll get thrashed, Ethel. "
battle is over."
"Yes, undoubtedly; but if they can succeed in taking the
'Why so, Ethel? "
Britis.h by surprise they may be able to do a great deal of
"Because your rebels up on the knoll there are going to damage."
•
get soundly thrashed."
''True ; but they won't be able to take the British by sm:"Do you think so?" quietly.
prise, will they?"
"I am sure of it."
"Not if you will do your duty, George," eagerly.
"I don~ know about that," said Mr. Howard. "Majo r
He looked at her inquiTingly.
Davie and Captain Slater both told me that they feel con"Wha t shall I do?" he queried.
fident of being able to hold the knoll against the British.
"Why, you must go and warn General Cornwallis that
It is a very strong position."
his army is likely to run into an ambush; that is what you
"There , Ethel, what do you think of that." said Lucy, must do."
delightedly. "I gueas the British will find that they have
''Wher e is Cornwallis' army? "
met their match ."
"I don't know, exactly; but it must be within a mile or
"Perha ps so, but I doupt it," said Ethel, sulkily.
so of this place."
"Of course you would doubt it," said Lucy.
"Well, I'll find it and warn Cornwallis, if I c.an, Ethel. "
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"You can do it, and must, George!" earnestly. "lf you
don't, you needn't come to see me any more."
"I'll do it, Ethel. 0 1'11 find the Briti.sh and warn General
Cornwallis, never you fear."
'' Good ! You had better get to work at onc-e, George.
You have no time to lose."
"I'll go at once. Are you going in to see mother?"
"No, I'll go on back home. I don't want the folks to notice that I have been away."
"I see; well, good-by. Don't worry. I'll do my work, all
right."
"See that you do, George!"
He laughed, and then kissed Ethel and hastened to the
house, while the girl made her way back in the direction
of her home.
Neither Lucy nor her mother said anything to Ethel, or
seemed to notice that she had been away, and Ethel congratulated herself that they did not suspect what she had
done.
But she was mistaken. Lucy had seen her go, and had at
once suspected what her sister's errand was. She had
hastened up to the patriot encampment and had· called Dick
Slater aside.
"Captain Slater,'' she said to hlm, "my sister has gone
over to the Latham home, and I think she has gone to send
• George to warn the British that your army has taken up its
position here. If you don't want the British to be warned,
you had better try to head George off."
"I will take measures to do so at once, Miss Lucy,"
said Dick. "I thank you for bringing me this information."
"You are more than welcome, Captain Slater. I want
that the patriots shall get the better of the British, }OU
know."
"Yes, so I know. Well, we will be able to give them a
good fight, at any rate. Let me see, the Lathams live in
that first house to the westward, do they not?"
"Yes, Captain Slater."
"Very good. I'll be off at once, to foil George Latham's
plan of warning the British."
"It's my sister's plan; George is merely the instrument."
"Well, I'll spoil your sister's plan by capturing the instrument," with a smile.
"I hope that you may do so."
Dick hastened to Major Davie and explained matters to
him, and then, telling Bob what he was going to do, and
leaving the Liberty Boys in the first lieutenant's command,
Dick hastened away in the direction of the Latham home.
He reached there a few minutes before Ethel'and George
' parted, and, safely emconsed behind a tree, he saw them
talking in the yard. He saw George go to the house, and
saw Ethel hasten back toward her home, and was well satis• fie,1 with the state of affairs.
''I will just spoil their little plan,'' was his thought.
He watched closely, and a few moments later saw George
emerge from the house and move away through the timber.
Dick made a detour, but kept George in sight, and, walking
rapidly, gradually drew near the Tory youth.
George's mind was on what he was going to do, and he
was keeping a sharp lookout toward the front; he did not
once look behind him. 'There was no reason that he should
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<lo so, a · he <lid not think oi such a thing as that he might
be followed. or that danger might come from that direction.
Clo,er and closer drew Dick. They were out of sight
from the house now, and the Liberty Boy wished to overtake
the Tory youth as quickly as possible, for there was no
knowing how near the British army might be.
Dick wa skilled in the art of making his way over the
ground without making any noise; he was equal to any
Indian, in fact, and he was enabled to get close to George·
without being detected. \Vhen he was within five or six
feet of the Tory youth, Dick suddenly leaped forward and
seized him by the throat and jerkeJ him backward to the
ground, holding him there in spite of his struggles to get
free.
George attempted to cry out, but only faint, gurgling ·
sounds resulted.
"Don't Etruggle," ad dsed Dick; "and don't try to cry
out. I have you, tight and fad, and you might as well give
in gracefully. What do you think about it?"
George was unable to ,oice his thoughts, and Dick went
on:
'' If yon "ill gi,e me your promise to not cry out, I wiU
let go of your throat. If you agree, nod your head."
·' George nodded promptly enough, for he was being
choked pretty thoroughly and did not relish it at all.
"AU right; yon are ensible," said Dick, and be took his
hands away from his victim's throat. "Don't forget your
promise, though, or it will be the worse for you."
Then Dirk leaped to his feet and pulled George to hi11
feet also.
He drew C. eorge ·- wri~ts together behind his back 8.11d
tied them with hi~ h,rndk('rchief, the Tory youth making
no resi~t.ance. for he srcmed to realize that he was no matca
for the Liherty Bor.
'' .:. 1 ow come on back with me," said Dick, taking him bf
the arm.
''Where arr you goi;g fo take me?" queried George, his
voice trembling.
"To the patriot rnc:ampment," was the reply.
George mid no more, but there was a glum, sullen look
on his face, which evidenced that he was not very well
pleaf'ed by the outlook.
He wall,ed along unre istingly, however; he was smart
enough to know that it woulcl not be good for him if h~
·
made his captor trouble.
encampment,
patriot
the
toward
straight
Dick headed
cutting throug-h the timber, and they were about halfway
there, when -nddenly two roughly-dressed, rough-looking
young fellows leaped out from behind trees and threw them ..
selves upon Dick.
A cry of delight escaped the lips of George Latham.
"Dan! :-un !'' he exclaimed. "Good for you! Down
him, boys! Down the rebel!"
Dick whirled and offered battle, and although taken by
surprise, he was giving the two young Tories as good a3
they sent, hut scarcely had the fight gotten under way, when
from the direction of the patriot encampment sounded the
roar of field pieces and the rattle of musketry.
Instantly Dick broke away from the two Tory youths and
dashed away in the direction of the encampment.
The British were already on the ground and making an
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attack on the patriot force, so there wa nothing to be haste, we would undoubtedly lo~e heavily. I think we had
gained. by &tayiug and fighting the three 1'ory youths.
better stay here, quietly, and hold the knoll; and depend on
forcing our way through the British fines later on, if necessary to do so."
"Just as you $ay, sir. We have food to lae.t a while, of ._
course?"
"Yes, we have rations for a week's stay, if kept here that
long; and there is a spring here that will furnish us all the ,
CHAPTER IX.
' water we will want."
"rrruc, ·$ir. I judge that your plan is as good as any
THE B.I.TTLE AT THE KXOLL.
that cou!d be thought of."
A- may well be supposed, Dick Slater was not long in
'' I think so."
Dick went back to his Liberly Boys and told them what
eaching the encampment. Of course, he had to make a
detour, as the British were between him and the knoll, but the major had decided to do.
"I guess that is as good luck as any," said Bob.
thi did not delay him much.
"Yes, I think so, too," said :Mark Morrison.
He wa soon on top of the knoll, and at his place among
"Shure an' av it is phwat wull giv' us dhe most foightin',
the Liberty Boys, and they greeted his coming with a
,cheer which was heard by the British, who wondered what it it's mesilf thot t'inks it is dhe hist t'ing to do," declared
Patsy Brannigan.
meant.
"Yah, I dink der same vat Batsy does abouid dot," said
, 'Th~y suspected that it meant that the patriots bad received reinforcements, which was in a way true; but the Carl Gookcnspieler. "I am nefer so habbiness as ven I am
fi.ghdin' der Pritish, und dot is so."
re'inforccments consisted of only one person.
The Liberty Boys all thought that staying on the h.-noll
'' How is it g@ing, Bob?" asked Dick, eagerly.
"All right, so far," was the reply. "We caught them un- was as good a plan as any, and the majority declared that it
aware,; and gave them a volley before they knew we were on would not be a hard matter to force their way through the
British lines, if it was deemed advisable to evacuate the "'
and, and it sort of demoralized them."
' That is good. Does the , major think we can hold the present position.
"Of course, we would loae some men," said :Mark Morriposition?"
'' I don't know; I haven't talked with him since the bat- son; "but so would the redcoats."
"Shure an it's roight yez are abhout th{)t!" nodded Patsy
tle began."
Bnmr:igan.
"I'll see him in a few minutes."
'I'he patriots watched the movements of the British with
'.rhen Dick turned his attention to directing the fire of
tlie Liberty Boys, and they were enabled to do good execu- quiet interest, and in less than half an hour the knoll was
tion, for they were splendid marksmen, and Dick insisted, completely surrounded.
aiway:;, that they take good aim before firing.
'The British then proceeded· to make arrangements as if
1iajor Davie's men were doing good work also, and the for a prolonged stay, and it was evident that a siege was
British, although they attempted to make their way up the contemplated. Doubtless Cornwallis felt that if he could
slope !'everal times, were forced back, with considerable loss, capture the entire patriot force, it would be a good thing
each time.
for the British cause.
About a mile away General Cornwallis and his staff ofAnd no doubt be was Tight. The difficulty would be in
ficers could be seen, seated on their horses, and presently a doing this.
me -,enger was seen coming, his horse on the run.
He reached the ofl-i.cer that had immediate command of
the force of British that was making the attack, and after
a hrief conversation, the messenger rode back again and
rejoined the staff of officers.
oon the nature of the order he had brought became apCHAPTER X .
. parent, for the British ceased making attempt to force their
way up the slope, and began instead to move to the right
GEORGE LATHAM JOINS THE BRITISH ARllIY.
and to the left, with the evident intention of surrounding
j
the knoll.
George Latham and his two companions, Dan Elton
Dick hastened to l\fajor Davie.
and Sam Morris, followed Dick Slater at once when he
"'J'hey are going to surround us, major!" he said.
dashed away, for they were eager to see the battle. It can •
'• Yes, it is evident that such is their intention," was the hardly be said that they were as eager to take part in it,
however.
reply.
"That means a siege."
Dan and Sam stopped when they came close to the British
"Yes, Captain Slater."
army, but George made his way on around to the Howard
"What about it? Can we afford to let them encompass home. He wanted to see Ethel, and was successful, for Mr.
us in this manner?"
Howard and ihe two girls were standing out in the yard
"We can't very well keep them from doing so, now. They watching the patriot soldiers up on top of the knoll. Mrs.
could get around and head us off if we attempted to escape, Howard, being timid, was in the house.
.and in the confusion that would ensue as a result of the
As George approached, Ethel hastened to meet him.
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'rhey watched with interest, and when they saw that the
British had succeeded in surrounding the k'Iloll, they gave
utterance to exclamations of satisfaction.
"They\·e got the rebels, now!" said George.
"That's what they have," agreed Sam.
"Yes, the rebels can't get away now/' declared Dan.
They talked awhile, and then presently George auggested
that they go and offer to join the British army.
The other two agreed, and then they set out in search of
General Cornwallis.
They were not long in finding the General and his staff,
and they approached the group somewhat timidly.
·'Well, young gentlemen, what do yoµ want?" asked General Cornwallis when they came to a stop in front of him.
''Ke want to join your army, sir," was the reply, from
George.
"Ah! You want to join the army, eh?"
, '" Yes, sir."
"You. are loyal to the King, then?"
"Yes."
"Yes, indeed.·' '
"I ,Yonder how be liappened to come up on you," murmured Ethel, thoughtfully, and her glance fell upon her
"Yery good; you may join. I suppose you want to take
sister, and Ehe at once guessed the truth.
your place "·ith the 2oldiers, at once?"
"YeR, sir."
"Lucy must ham seen me leave: and suspecting what I
was going to do, 'llcnt and told Dick Slater and sent him
"Very good. I will send you there without delay."
after me," remarked Ethel. "All right, I'll get e,en with
Then he summoned an orderly and told him to conduct
her sooner or later."
the three young men to Colonel Hawer's regiment.
"Oh, well it didn·t matter," said George, "for I wouldn't
Thr orderly saluted, and telling the three youths to folhave reached the British army in time, anyway."
low him. set out in the direction of the British force at the
"That's true, of course," agreed Ethel; "but the fact re- foot of the knoll.
'fheY soon reached their destinatiem, and the three youths
mains that Lucy played a trick on me, and I don't like it."
were turned over to Colonel Harper, after which the orderly
Then ehe went on :
returned to General Cornwallis and his staff.
"You're going to join the British army?"
George and his two companions were given uniforms and
''Ye~, I guess so."
"\\.ell, then go on at once and take part in this bat- weapona. and took the oath of allegiance, and were soon
looking like British soldiers, sure enough. They were
tle."
rather proud of their appearance in their uniforms, and de'' All right, Rlhel."
George took his departure, at once, and made his way clared to each other that they were glad they had joined
back around to where the British army was stationed. He the army. Bnt when the battle was resumed, later on, they
did not hunt up General Cornwallis and offer to go into the were not so sure of being glad. It was not pleasant to hear
army. however, but, instead, rejoined Dan Elton and Sam bullets whistling about them.
'rheir faces were pale and they trembled somewhat, but
Morris, aml the three of them watched the progress of, the
battle from more or less safe vantage-points behind tree . managed to fire off their muskets the same as did the other
Occasionally a ball from one of the field pieces came soldiers.
The engagement, this time, lasted an hour or more, and
whistling along in their vicmity, &larming the three somewhat, but they wi bed to witness the battle, so they held was a pretty hot one. A number of British soldiers went
down, dead or wounded, and more or less damage was intheir places.
Presently tl1e Britioh stopped trying to ascend the slope flicted on the patriot force, ·also.
To their intense satisfaction and relief neither one of the
and the firing practically ceased.
three new recruits were wounded, although a bullet had cut
"Hello ! the battle is over, I guess," said George.
through George Latham's coat, grazing his side.
"I guess so," agreed Dan.
lt was a close call, and George was pretty badly scared at
"What are they doing now?" queried Sam.
The three peered around the trees and watched the Brit- the time, bnt aftn the engagement came to an end, he declared that he had not been ecared at all.
ish, who were moving to the right and to the left.
George, was eager tb let Ethel know that he had joined
"I guess they are going to surround the rebels," Eaid
army, and to show himself in his new uniform, and so
the
George.
the captain of his company for permission to go
asked
he
Sam.
agreed
it,''
"It looks like
"If the rebels let the redcoats surround them they will around to the Howard home.
"What do you want to go around there for?" the captain
never get away, will they?" queried Dan.
asked.
"That would be my guess," said George. "And I hope
George explained matters and the captain told him he
it will work out that way."
go.
coulcl
"So do I."
"But don't stay too long," he said. "We may liaYe
"l\:Ie, too."

Lucy waved her hand and called out smilingly:
"How are you, George? You didn't succeed in warning
the B1-itish, after all, did you? The patriot soldiers took
them by surprise and were successful in killing and woundJng a goodly number, which otherwise they might not haYe
clone.·,
"You think you are smart, Lucy Howard!" called back
Ethel. Then lo George:
"Don·t mind what she says. She'll be singing a different
tune in a little while, for the British will soon get the better of the rebels. Don't you think so?"
"Ye~. [ do, Ethel."
"How happens it that you failed to warn the British?"
"Dick Slater captured me-but I wouldn't have been in
time to warn the British anyway. They must haYe been
almost here when I left home."
"You ;,ay Dick 'later captured you!" exclaimed Ethel in
surprise.

•
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another engagement with the enemy, and, if so, I would
want you to be here."
"All right," said George; "I won't stay long."
He hastened away at once'ancl was not long in reaching
the Howard home.
Ethel saw him coming and went forth to meet him.
"So you have really joined the 3:rmy, George!" she exclaimed as she gave hini her hand in greeting.
"Yes, Ethel, as you can see," and he glanced down at his
uniform.
."You look splendid, George!" exclaimed Ethel. "I am
so glad you have joined. Were you in this last engagement?
"I guess I was, Ethel; just look here!" and he showed
her the bullet hole through his coat.
Ethel gave a gasp and turned pale.
"You don't mean to say you came that near getting
killed !'' she exclaimed.
"Yes, Ethel."
"Goodness! I almost wish you haJ.n't joined the army,
after all. I didn't take into consideration the fact that you
might get 1'1.lle~."
"Oh, well, I'll have to take the chances of that, Ethel.
I'm glad I joined. I have been in a battle and d®'t think
I shall be afraid at all; in fact, I think I shall like it."
They talked a fe\v ;i_ninutes longer and then · parted,
George returning to hist:company while Ethel re-entered the
house.
"So G€orge has really joined the British army," remarked Lucy.
"Yes, he has," was the reply, "and he is going to be a
brave soldier, too. He was in this last battle and got a bullet through his coat."
"Well, I don't think any the less of him for joining the
army and fighting for the cause he thinks right, but of
course I think he has espoused the wrong c3;use."
"Well, I don't think so," snapped Ethel. "I think he is
fighting in the right cause, and I hope the British will kill
or capture every rebel on top of that knoll. n
"I don't," said Lucy.
"No, I suppose you don't," retorted Ethel; "for Joe Bolton is up there."
Lucy blushed, for while Joe-had not yet asked 1rnr to be
his wife, she felt certain that he would do so, sooner or later,
and on her part she loved him dearly.
She made no reply, but turned and went into the kitchen
to help her mother with the work.
"Well, that's the time I succeeded in shutting Lucy up,"
murmured Ethel. "Hereafter, when she says anything
about George, I"ll just have something to say about Joe
and even up matters with her."

*

*

*

*

*

*

"You sent for me, Major Davie?"
"Ye~, Captain Slater. I wish you to do some reconnoitering. I want to learr~ the disposition of the enemy's
forces, as nearly as possible, so that in case we wish to
make an attempt to force our way through their lines, we
will know the best point to strik'"."
"Very well, sir; I shall be glad to reconnoiter the enemy's position. I will go as soon as it gets dark enough
so that I can get around without attracting the attention
of the sentinels."
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"Very good. We are, it seems, surrounded, and as the
British outnumber us greatly, we will have to exercise every
care, if we succeed in getting through the enemy's lines.n
"I will do my best to secnre information regarding the
location of the British forces that will be of use to us,
sir."
""
"I am confident that you can secure the information if
anybody can, Captain Slater."
'I'hen Dick saluted, and returned to the quarters occupied
by the LibeJty Boys, and Bob wanted to know why Major
Davie had sent for him.
"He wants me to do some reconnoitering, Bob," said
Dick.
"Ah, so that was it, eh?"
"Yes."
"I thought that perhaps he might want the Liberty Boys
to charge through the British lines, and create a diversion,
under cover of which the patriot army could make an
attempt to force its way through and escape."
"Likely he will want us to do that, Bob, later on; but
I think he intends to wait here awhile. There is no hurry
about that."
"I suppose not."
After supper, Dick got ready, and as soon as it was dark
he slipped out of the encampment and made his way slowly ;..,
and .cautiously down the side of the knoll, in the direction
of the British lines.
Dick was a skillful spy, and he approached the British ~
lines very slowly.
He paused occasionally, and listened intently, in an
attempt to locate the sentinels.
Presently he beard the , murmur of voices, and judged
that two· of the sentinels were engaged in conversation.
He crept close up to them, and crouching behind a little
clump of bushes, listened to the words of tbe sentinels.
He heard them discussing the battle, and then presently he heard them talking of the plans of the British;
as they had heard some of the officers outline them.
Dick was soon in possession of information to the effect
that it was the intention of the British to establish a siege,
and keep the patriot force hemmed in on the knoll till they
were starved into surrendering.
Having learned this much, Dick moved slowly away.
and by keeping close to the edge of timber growing on the
sides of the knoll, was enabled to figure up the strength of
the different portions of the British army with a fair
degree of accuracy.
The knoll was not exactly round, but at one point extended about one hundred and :fifty yards in the opposite '
direction from the Howard home. running to a sharp
point, and Dick advanced to the end of this point, in the ,
hope of being able to reconnoiter the tents occupied by
General Cornwallis and his staff.
Dick could see the tents, ' at a distance of perhaps fifty
yards, and he crouched there, gazing eagerly toward the
tents,
If he could reach the side of the largest tent, in which
shone a light, Dick felt sure he would be able to hear
something of interest, for h_e did not doubt that the officers were holding a council.
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The trouble was that between Dick and the tents was a
company of British soldiers.
Dick, ho,rever, was not to be daunted by the difficulties
of, the underlaking, and he began to slowly and cautiously
work hi6 way around the party of soldiers.
It was a difticult and dangerous undertaking, for Dick
hud to pass within a few yards of the soldiers.
Much practice had made him expert in woodcraft, however, and although at the nearest point he could almost
have touched some of the redcoats, he managed to get past
without his presence being discovered.
He was soon close beside the large tent, and crouching
down, he listened intently.
He had been right in his conjecture that a council was
being beld, for he heard the voices of several persons,
among them being that of General Cornwallis, whom Dick
had met several times during the years he had been in
the patriot army.
'l'he British officers were discussing the adYisability of
making· a night attack, and the patriot spy was glad he
had secl:red a position where he could hear their conversation.
'fhe di.-cussion was carried on with considerable animation, for some of the officers seemed to favor making a
night attack, while others did not.
General Cornwallis was silent most of the time, and
&eemingiy preferred to get the ideas of his staff before
making his ideas known, but Dick, listening and sizing
the canversation up, believed that it would be decided to
make the attack.
lnd if they did decide on making a night attack, Dick
wanted to find out on what night it was to be made.
In his eagerness Dick must have pushed against the side
of the tent, for although the com:cTSation went on within
the same as before, a couple of the officers slipped out at
the entrance and around the tent, and seeing the youth's
form, leaped upon him and jerked him to his feet almost
before he realized what was happening.
But Dick Slater was not the youth to permit himself
to be matle a prisoner }ri-thout a struggle.
He at once wrenchPd himself free from the grasp of the
officers, and, striking out quickly and fiercely, dealt them
severe blows, knocking them down.
Then he turned and ran toward the point of the knoll
at the top of his speed.
The officers gave utterance to loud yells of rage, however,
and one cried excitedlv:
.,," A spy! Stop hi~! Don't let him escape!"
The soldiers between Dick and the point of the knoll
leaped up in excitement, and quickly spread out to head
D"ck off.
They knew. from the cries of the officers, that 'the spy
was between them and the tent.
aThere he is!"
'' I see him !''
"Halt, rebel !"
"St()p and surrender, or we'll fire!"
Such were a few of the cries given utterance to by
the redcoats, and Dick realized that he would have a hard
time getting past them.
Re wrr, grimly determined. however, and dashe<l upon
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the redcoats fiercely, striking out with his fists, and knocking two or three of the redcoats down, and causing them
to give utterance to exclamations of anger.
'l\vo or three leaped forward to seize the fugitive, but
he stumbled orer one of the redcoats he had knocked
down, and fell headlong, and the redcoats missed him, and
grasped one another.
In the darkness they did not discover their mistake, and
each thinking he had hold of the spy, they hung onto one
another with all their might, and they were engaged in a
struggle for a few moments, which enabled Dick to leap to
his feet and make another dash for liberty, and be was
b:ilf way to the knoll by the time the redcoats realized that
they did not have hold of the spy. Both, then, fearing
doubtler;s that the fugitive would make his escape otherwise, opened fire, and the bullets zipped around Dick
at a great rate, one cutting through his coat and inflicting
a flesh wound in hi.s side, but not serious enough to weaken
him, although he could feel the 1lood trickling down his
side.
"Stop!" cried the redconts. "You cnn't escape!"
And again they fired a volley, but this time Dick was
not hit.
On the Liberty Boy dashed at the top of his speed and
although the r edcoats pursued him into the timber and on
up the slope, he managed to distance them and make his
escape.
Panting, disheveled, but well pleased because of his escape from such a dangerous silnation, Dick reached the
patriot encampment, and ,rent at once to :Major Davie'il
tf>nt, nncl reported his discoveries regarding the intentions
o.l: the British.
"Well," said the major, when be had beard all, "if they
d? make a night attack we will be ready for them, and will
give them a hot reception."
"There is a possibility that they may decide to not make
t~e attacl~, now that they know they were overheard planmng," said Dick.
"True," agreed MaJ·or DaYic "but we'll be on our guard
. t tic
l same."
'
'
Jus
And the British did not make an attack.
Doubtless Lhey :felt that it · would be better to hold a
sie6e.
'l'he patriots, being in readiness for an attack, would be
a!lle to inflict considerable damage, while the capture by
s1ege would be bloodless.

CHAPTER XI.

nm

ES<'AT'K

"Well, Captain Slatc•r, wliat are we going to do?"
"Thai is for y.on to ~a~-, }fajor Davie."
"Our provision~ are about all gone, and we must do
something."
"We will have i.o charge the enemy and break through
their line,, I ju<lg~."
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"That seems to be the only thing to do."
and when all had been done they lay down to get some
"•\,Yhen shall we attempt it?"
·
rest, but not an eye was closed in sleep. 'fhey lay there
''To-night, I guefls."
wide awake ·and alert.
A week had elapsed, and the patriot force had succeeJed
Slowly the hours rolled away until it was half-pa,st
in holding the position on the knoll, although the British eleven.
had made numerous attacks. But now provisions were alThen the soldiers arose and silently made ready for
most exhausted, and something would have to be done. the dash down the slope.
They must either escape or surrender.
The Liberty Boys bridled and saddled their horses ancl
To surrender was not to be thought of.
led them to the edge of the descent, and then, when the
The patriots were not of the surrendering kind.
foot soldiers were ready, the youths climbeJ silently into
So they were determined to escape.
the saddles and awaited the signal to start.
'rhe major and Dick talked a long while, and perfected
It was an exceedingly dark night, which fayored their
their plans, and then Bob, 11fark, and seyeral of the officers purpose, as it made it impossible for the British to 5ee
under Major Davie were summoned and told what they them, and they had studied the lay of the ground OYer
were to do.
• which they intended to make their dash so thoroughly that
They listened with interest, and declared that they would they did not need to see in order to make their way
do their parts.
along.
:'I'm ready for anything," declared Bob Estabrook. "I
Presently the signal, a low, quavering whistle from the
am getting tired of being cooped up here on this knoll." lips of Major Davie, came to the ears of the Liberty
The others echoed this sentiment, and night was awaited Boys.
'
with some eagerness.
This was what they had been waiting for with the utmo::;t
The soldiers were informed of what was in the '1ind, eagerness.
also, and they were eager to get a.way.
They got into motion at once.
Especially was this the case with the Liberty Boys, who
Down the slope they went with a rush.
were young and full of life and energy.
Forward they went aj a gallop, and after them. ru It was irksome for them to be kept there in the one ning at the top of their speed, came the foot soldiers.
place so long.
The British sentinels heard the thunder of the hoofbeat~
"I'm glad that we are to break through the enemy's lines and fired their muskets, and gave utterance to wild yells.
and get away," said Ben Spurlock.
The British soldiers leaped up, muskets in hand, and just
"So am I. Haw, haw, haw! Ho, ho, ho'!" from Bob as they were doing so the Liberty Boys burst upon them.
Oddy. "It'll be fun-haw, haw, haw!"
Crack! crack! crack! went the pistols of the Liberty
"Yah, I t'ink so, alretty," nodded Carl Gookenspieler.
Boys, and then on through the ranks of the redcoats the
"Shure an' it is just dhe t"ing to do," de'clared Patsy youths dashed, their hor~es knocking down and trampling
Brannigan. "We haYe been here long enuff, an' thot's dbe upon the British soldiers ' and demoralizing them greatly.
thruth. We'll go through thim ridcoats aisy enuff, Oi'm
Then came Major Davie's foot soldiers, who fired to the
afther t'inkin'."
right and left with their muskets and pistols, creating still
"I hope that we shall be able to do so, Patsy," said Dick. more havoc and demoralization in the enemy's ranks.
"Do you think there is any doubt on that score, Dick?"
The British soldiers managed to fire in return, but their
asked Bob.
shots were scattered and did but little damage.
"Well, they outnumber us greatly, you know, Bob."
There was a brief but somewhat lively hand-to-hand en"Yes, I know, but they are stretched out around the counter in which several British and some of the patriot
knoll, and do not outnumber us so very greatly at any one soldiers were laid low, and then the patriots moved on
point where we may happen to strike them."
unhindered.
"That is true, and therein lies our chance of success."
They had succeeded in breaking through the enemy's
"When shall we make the attempt to break through their lines, and were free to go where they would.
lines?" asked Sam Sanderson.
The alarm had quickly traversed the line of soldiers s1u" About midnight," responded Dick. "They will be rounding the knoll, and the redcoats came running around
about as sound asleep then as any time."
from both directions. They knew what was occurring, of
"Shure an' we wull wake thim up all roight !" declared course, and wanted to get there in time to prevent t e
Patsy Brannigan.
patriots from making their escape, if possible.
"Yah, dot is so," from Carl Gookenspieler.
But they were too late.
"We will lead the charge," said Dick, "and by riding
The patriot force had already gotten through the J,in;s
through their lines on horseback, will break the redcoats up and was well out of reach.
and demoralize them sufficiently so that the foot soldiers
"After them !" roared a British officer. "We must not
will be able to get through also, I feel certain."
let them escape."
"I think the plan will work all right," said Bob EstaThe redcoats dashed after the fleeing patriots pell-mell.
brook.
They fired shots from their piEtols as they ran, but as they
As soon as night had settled down over all to hide the could not see the enemy very few of their bullets did any
movements of the patriots from the sight of the enemy, damage, the majority of them going too high or too low.
they began making arrangements for the work to come.
The Liberty Boys, when they were sure that Major
There was not a great deal to do, and they soon finished, Davie's foot soldiers had gotten safely through the Brit-
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safe, and that they themselves would remain and help
:fight the British.
Dick and Major Davie encouraged them in this plan,
for it would give them about :fifty recruits, and would enable them to use the houses as fortresses, which would give
them a chance against the enemy, in a measure equalizing·
matters.
Dick and the major :figured that the British would reach
Charlotte by noon, and they encouraged the men of the
village to take their families away at once.
'The men did so, and had moved their families to a safe
refuge and were back in the village again by eleven
o'clock.
They armed themselves with their ·rifles, and each man
1 took up his position in his own home, with perhaps :fifty
of the pa'triot soldiers, and all waited and watched for the
CHAP'rER XII.
coming 0£ the enemy.
Noon came, but no redcoats.
RECO:N":N"OITERI:N"G.
They had not even been sighted as yet.
'rhe patriots ate their dinners, 8'nd then settled down to
"Well, we escaped, Captain Slater."
and watch again with as much patience as they could
wait
"Yes, :Thlajor Davie. I felt confident that we -would be
muster.
able to do so."
Slowly the afternoon wore away, and still no enemy
"So did I, but feared we would lose a goodly number
appeared in sight.
of' mcn."
"What does it mean, Dick?" asked Bob Estabrook.
, "We did lo'se some, of course, but not a great number."
are the redcoats so slow in putting in an appear"Why
numthat
· "Twenty-four missing, of whom perhaps half
·
ance?"
likely."
prisoners,
are
half
ber are dead, and the other
Bob."
"I don't know,
• "Probably-you are right, sir."
I wish we did know. I don't like this waiting
''Well,
Slater?"
Captain
missing,
are
men
your
of
"How many
fellow."
old
game,
"Fi,e, sir. Our losses were comparatively light. I
do I, but we can't make them come,
"Neither
think the British lost more men than that."
Bob."
"I have no doubt of it."
"That's so."
It was morning, and the Liberty Boys and the foot sol"I guess they'll come quick enough," said Ben 'SpurCharlotte
into
marched
just
had
Davie
diers 'under Major
"I don't believe we will be able to hold out against
lock.
and gone into camp.
them."
Then Dick and :Major Davie had gotten together to com"Well, we'll be able to do them a lot of damage, anypare notes.
how!" declared Bob.
"How long do you think we will. be able to hold this
"Ye bet we will!" laughed Bob Oddy. "Haw, haw,
place, Captain Slater?" asked the major.
Ho, ho, ho!"
haw!
"I don't h."D.ow. Not very long, I fear, however."
"Shure an' thot's phwat we wull do!" declared Patsy
"I judge you are right. It is not a very strong posiBrannigan.
tion."
"Yes, but it isn't much fun beating a retreat," said Ben
"No, not as strong as our position on the knoll."
Spurlock.
"True, we could have held that a year, if we had had
"True," agreed Bob, "but it is fun to beat the British,
provisions."
we do have to retreat."
if
"So we could."
possible that we may be able to hold the village
"It's
us
bother
not
will
"Wen, I guess the provision problem
against the redcoats," said Dick..
here, at any rate."
"I hope so," said Mark Morrison.
.. They talked awhile longer and then separated, return"Well, we will do the best we can," said Dick. "And
ing to their respective forces.
The citizens of Charlotte were in the main patriotically that is all anyone can do. If our force was half as large as
to
i'nclined, and made the patriot soldiers welcome, but they that of the British I feel certain that we would be able
numour
times
five
have
they
as
but
soundly,
them
thrash
British
the
of
coming
looked forward with dread to the
ber, the chances are against us, of course."
.
army.
they
which
battle
"Yes," agreed Bob. "But if we can ·delay Cornwallis's
the
of
thought
the
They dreaded, also,
long enough so that General Greene can get down
march
place.
take
would
sure
felt
Their idea was that their houses would be shot to pieces here from the North and reorganize the patriot army, we
with the :field-guns or burned to the ground by the red- will be doing all that is required of us."
"You are right, Bob," agreed Dick, "and I think that
coats.
will be able to do this."
we
send
would
they
The men of the village decided that
waited awhile .longer, and then went to Major
Dick
be
would
they
where
timber,
the
their families away into

ish lines, made a detour and rode back and met the pursuing redcoats, their horses knocking the British soldiers
down and tramp] ing them under foot by the dozens.
· This put a stop to the pursuit, the redcoats stopping and
tlfrning their attention to the Liberty Boys.
The youths, knowing that it would be dangerous for
them to try to :fight the entire British force, however,
q;_ick]y turned and dashed away again.
They had succeeded in doing what they wished to do,
• however, for the redcoats did not renew the pursuit.
The Liberty Boys made their way to .the road, and rode
eastward in the direction -,f Charlotte.
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iDavie and offered to go on a scouting and reconnoitering

';Oh, I'm very comfortable where I am," said Dick. "I
expedition.
guess I'll stay up here."
"I ,vould like to see where the British are, and find out
"I guess you won't. Come down, and in a hurry, '
;what is keeping them," he said.
too."
"I- would like to know that myself, Dick," agreed the
Dick saw that it was useless to refuse to obey.
,._
.major, "and if you will go I shall take it as a favor."
Were he to do so they could easily put bullets through
"Very well. I will go at once."
·
him and drop him lifeless at their feet.
Dick made his preparations in a few moments, and
He began climbing down, and as he emerged from amid
then, leaving the village, moved away toward the west.
the foliage in the upper part of the tree, exclamations esRe went onward at a fair pace, but kept within the edge caped the lips of the redcoats.
,.
of the timber that bordered the road on both sides.
"A rebel!" crie.d several in unison.
"A spy!" from several others.
He walked onward an hour, and then, coming to a knoll,
"That's what he is; a rebel spy!" declared the captain.
he climbed a tree and looked searchingly in the direction
''I judge we have made an important capture."
of the Howard plantation.
Suddenly he saw a party of British troopers come galAt an order from the captain, the redcoats surrounded
loping around a bend in the road not more than a quarte1 the tree, and when Dick's feet touched the ground, Dick
of a mile away.
found himself standing within a circle of soldiers through
There were at least fifty of the troopers, and they came which it would have been folly to have tried to force his
onward till almost under the tree that Dick was in, when way.
they halted and dismounted.
Placing his back against the tree, Dick faced the captain
·
"We'll wait here till the main army overtakes us," Dick of the troopers.
heard the leader of the party, a captain, say.
"Well," said the British officer, "who are you?"
The redcoats tied their horses, and threw themselves
"A patriot soldier, as you can see by my uniform," was
down on the ground, evidently with the intention of taking the qui.et reply.
matters easy till the coming of the army.
"You wear a captain's uniform."
But Dick, up in the tree, was not so ·well prepared to
"Yes."
take it easy.
ffYou are rather young to have advanced to a cap_He did not fancy the prospect of being kept up there
taincy."
fu the tree.
Dick made no reply, and the British captain eyed him
Then, too, he was in imminent danger of being seen, for curiously
and with deep interest.
the redcoats, many of them lying on their backs and gazing
"What is your name?" he asked presently.
upward, were likely to catch sight of him, the foliage of
Dick shook his head.
the tree being not very thick.
"It doesn't matter what my name is," he replied. "It is
"And if they do discover me I'll be in for it!" was his
enough that I am a patriot soldier."
f;hought.
One of the troopers who had been eyeing Dick keenly
and searchingly for a few minutes, now spoke up.
"I ln1ow him, captain. I saw him once up in Virginia.
He is Dick Slater, the famous rebel spy a11d captain of the
CHAPTER XIII.
Liberty Boys."
l I
The British captai:o. uttered an exclamation of surpri;,e
and
delight.
IN T.HE E~EMY·s HANDS.
!
"Dick Slater, you say? Arc you sure?"
"Positive of it, captain."
Perhaps half an hour passed, the soldiers talking and
"Good! Then we have indeec1 made an important caplanghing, and then suddenly one exclaimed :
ture."
"Hello ! I see something !"
"Where?" asked another.
Then to Dick:
"Up in the tree."
. "You may as well own up and ach.-nowledge your iden"What does it look like?"
tity, Captain Slater."
.,
'.A.11 the redcoats were gazing curiously and search1ngly
"You think so?"
upward now, and Dick, hugging the body of the tree and
"I do."
doing his best to shield his body from observation, waited
"Well, supposing I am Dick Slater, what of it?"
to see what would happen.
"Just this, I shall come in for a neat reward for your
"It looks like a man,' 1 mis tl1e reply 0£ the soldier who capture."
had made the discovery.
"Indeed!"
"Jove, I believe you're right!" cried another.
"Yes. You have heard of General Cornwallis, of
uThat's right," from still another. "I see him!"
course?"
The redcoats leaped to their feet and drew pistols and
"Yes," replied Dick. "In fact, I have met General
leveled them at the tree-top.
Cornwallis."
"Hi, there!" cried the captain. "Come down out of
"Well, he knows you, and as soon as he heard that you
Uiere I"
and your Liberty Boys were down in this part of the coun-

r
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came to a stop when they came to where the British troop"True, it certainly is work more suited to men."
ers were.
Then Dick addressed the boys.
"Anything new?" queried Cornwallis, addressing the
"I am much obliged to you for rescuing me from the
captain of the party of troopers.
hands of the redcoats," he said.
"Yes, General Cornwallis," was the reply.
"You are welcome, sir," said one of the boys, with a
And then the captain told the story of the capture of
smile. ·•\i'e were only too glad to Le of assistance to you."
"I e:qwc· ye are wonderin' how these boys came to help Dick Slater, and how they had been fired upon by a party
of rebels and five of their number slain.
ye out. l',1pfin Slater," ~aid the man.
General C0rnwallis listened, a frown upon his face .
"Ye, . I ha r e been woudering a bit .about it," was the
you say you fled on being fired upon?" he re-#· ·
"And
.reply.
''We]l, if~ simple enougk Ye ee, I happened to see marked severely. "I am astonished at you ! You should
the reckoat:' capture ye, an' made up my min' to rescue have charged the enemy at once. At least you should have
ye. ::\I_y on ·y chance to clo it was to get these boys to help. stood your ground."
The captain, looking shame-faced, started , to mumble
'The wirnmen folks an' children from the village are liid
excuses, but the general cut him short.
some
the
get
to
Dot far from here, an· so 1 didn't have far to go
will do!'' he said sternly. "No excuses that you
'"l'hat
boys."
•· But ho"· happens it that you had rifles?" queried Dick. can utter will aYail you. How far is it to where this enI '' W c hacl extra oneR: an' knowin' that the boys can shoot counter took place?"
"About a mile, sir."
as good as men, we had them keep the rifles so's to be able
"Very well; lead the way, and we will see if we can get
to protect themselves in <;ase some of the redcoats stumsight of the party that made the attack upon you."
bled onto their hiding place."
'l'he captain and his troopers hastily mounted their
''1Yell, rm glad they did. It was a lucky thing for me."
"Ye:'. so it was, an· now, Capt'in Slater, what ye gain' to horses and rode ahead of the general and his staff.
They were soon at the scene of the attack, and there lav
1
do?"
five dead troopers, but a search of the vicinity faile t~
the
'· I gues~ I'll go OR up the road and do some more reconany signs of the party that had fired the volley that
reYeal
noitering.''
had laid the fi rn redcoats low, and put their comrades to
".Well, don't get captured again."
·
flight.
"I won't. I'll be more cnreful this time."
in quesparty
the
that
lmown
Cornwallis
General
Had
"Whafll we do about them dead redcoats, Captain
tion had consisted of about two dozen patriot boys the
Slater?'"
British captain and his troopers would have come in for
"We may as well let them lie where they are. When the sernre censure, indeed.
British !!et here theY will bury them."
' And had the captain and his comrades known it they
.\fter ~a little furti1e1• comer~ntion Dick said:
·
would certainly ha,e felt very cheap.
'• \Y e11, good-by. 1 must be moving."
'l'he man and the girls told Dick good-by, and then he
strode away toward the west, keeping in the timber and
within about fifty yards of the road. Glancing back o,•er
hi~ shoulder, Dick noted that the man and the boys were
moYing away also.
CHAPTER XV.
On Dick walked, keeping a sharp lookout ahead. He did
not know but what he might meet the British troopers
FORAGING AND SK.IRMISHING.
coming back at any moment.
He had gone perhaps a mile when he heard voices.
Dick had reached the spot ahead of the British, and was
He stopped instantly, and peered in the direction from concealed at a little distanc:. He saw the redcoats bury the
which the sound came.
five dead troopers, and begm to make preparations to conSure enough, it was the party 0£ British troopers that had tinue the march toward Charlotte, and. then he set out in
him a prisoner a short time before.
·
that direction.
rrhey had come this far and stopped and were evidently
He moved at a rapid pace and reached Charlotte- by
di,,cus~ing the advi~ability of returning.
the time the advance guard of the British army was half
Dick managed to creep up close enough to hear and
way there.
understand what they were saying, 'and quickly learned
He went at once to Major Davie and made his report.
that this was what they were talking about.
major listened with interest .
The
. \.fter ome discussion, however, the redcoats decided to
enemy is close at hand, eh?" he remarked when
the
"So
sta_v where they were until the main army came along.
all.
heard
had
he
"Very well," thought Dick. "Then I'll remain here,
"Yes, sir, it will be here within the hour."
too."
"Very good. We'll be ready for them and will give
He :rnade himself as comfortable as possible, and settled
them as good a fight as possible."
down to await developments.
"We must keep a way open for retreat," said Dick.
Perhaps an hour and a half passed, and then the advance
"Y\'e mustn't let them surround us as we did at the Howgnarcl of the British army put in an appearance.
At its head rode General Cornwallis and · his staff, who I ard plantation."
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try, he offered a rewara of fifty pounds to anyone who leaped up, hastily untied their hor es, and, springing into
would capture y-0u and bring you to him a prisoner."
"I am glad that he values me so highly," said Dick.
"So am I," grinned the British captain.
" ut you haven't delivered me to him yet, captain."
"No, but I'm going to. Disarm Captain Slater, boys,
and bind his wrists."
..,everal of the British troopers leaped forward to obey.
Dick had contemplated trying to break through the ring
_~of redcoate, but decided that it would be folly to try to do
so, and so offered no resistance when they took his weapons
from him and bound his wrists together behind his back.
'l'he captain then ordered Dick to sit down, and he took
a seat beneath the tree.
"General Cornwallis will be here within the hour," the
captain explained, "so we will just wait here, and I will
turn you over to him when he comes."
Then the British officer asked Dick a number of questions in an attempt to elicit infor.mation about the Liberty
Boys, and the patriot force under Major Davie, but failed
to secure any information.
Seeing that he was making no headway, the captain
ceased questioning his prisoner.
"General Cornwallis will make you talk when he comes,"
he,, declared.
Dick shook his head.
"I do~'t think he will," quietly. "If General Cornwallis secures any information he will have to get it from
some other source."
"You'll see!" the captain declared grimly. "General
Cornwallis is not to be trifled with."
"Nor am I," with quiet dignity.
Then Dick added :
"What kind of a soldier would I be if I were to give
up information to the enemy on being made a prisoner?"
The captain laughed sneeringly.
"I don't think you are different from the majority of
soldiers," he said. "You'll give up the information when
it comes to the pinch."
"You may think so, but that doesn't make it so," said
Dick quietly.
"All right," laughed the captain. "We will wait and
see."
The British officer asked no more questions, and all settled down to await the coming of the British general.
Dick did not fancy the situation at all.
He did not want to be delivered into the hands of General Cornwallis, but did not see how he was to help himselt .
The only chance for him, so far as he could see, was in
his being rescued from the hands of the British troopers,
bu there seemed to be no likelihood that this would occur.
Perhaps half an hour passed, and suddenly there sounded
the report of :firearms, and then a shower of bullets came
whistling in among th_e troopers, killing and wounding
several of their number.
"We've got them now, men!" roared a stentorian voice.
"Charge the rascals p,
The BritiE::h troopers, taken by surprise and evidently
thinking they were being attacked by a superior force,

the saddles, dashed away toward the west.
It was all over so ciuickly that Dick could hardly believe
the evidence of lfr senses. He was delighted as well a&
surprised, however, and scrambled hastily to his feet and
looked eagerly in the direction from which the shots and
the voices had sounded.
He could not th.ink who the attacking party could be.
He knew they wer~ not the Liberty Boys, for not one of the
Liberty Boys possessed such a voice as the one he had
heard.
Suddenly he saw a tall, awkward-looking, roughly-.
dressed man approaching, and to his surprise Dick recognized him as being a man he hau seen at Charlotte.
"Hello!" he said to Dick. ''We made 'em get awav
•
.
a hurry, didn't we?"
"You certainly did," the youth replied. '· They have aii
gone but the five you see lying herr, and they will ne er
go anywhere again," and he pointed !o fiye still forms lying
where they had fallen.
"Well,"we aimed to send them. nway in a hurry, and
glad we succeeded. Ilere, let me free your arms."
The man cut Dick's bonds, freeing l;is wrists, and then
the youth said :
"Thank you! I owe you and your men a debt of gratitude for rescuing me."
"Oh, that's all right. You·re welcome, Captain dater."
"Where are your men?" queried Dick, looking in the
direction from which the shots had sounded. "Why didn't
they come forward with you?"
The man grinned.
"My men are kind of backwaru like," he said. "They
don't like to push themseh es forwanl . Come on and I'll
show 'em to you."
"All right," said Dick, his curiosity aromed. '' Lead
the way and I will follow."
They proceeded perhaps fifty yardf', and then the man
halted and called out:
"Come out from your hiding-place, men . Captain
Slater wants to see you and thank you for rescuing him.',.
The next moment, to Dick's infinite surprise, out from
the midsht of a goodly-sized clump of bmhes appeared
about two dozen boys.

rm

CHAPTER XIV.
GIRL SOT.DIERS .

He certainly was taken by 1>urpri:;e. He had noi expected any such thing as thnt he wonld be confronted by
such small boys.
He thought that he woulJ .. ee men, perhaps a party :iil..:ethe one who had come to his rc~cue.
"Ye looked surprised," grinned the man.
"And I am," smiled Dick. "HaYen't I reason to be?~·
"Well, I don't know but ve have. One wonlcl hardly apect little chaps to do such good work.>'
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"True. We'll look out for that."
Dick and the major then went about the houses and instructed the officers and soldiers to be ready for the battle.
The soldiers all declared that they were ready, and
seemed eager for the coming of the enemy.
Peeling satisfied that the patriot soldiers would give a
good account of themselves, Dick and the major returned
----x 'o their respective stations, and waited patiently for the
coming of the enemy.
Presently the advance guard of the British army put in
an appearance, followed a little later by the main army
I
'
which halted just outside of musket-shot range apd began
forming for battle.
The British had several field pieces, and opened fire on
the houses with these. .
The patriots had some :field pieces, also, and returned
the :fire.

A~D

1IAJOR DAVIE.
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"Are we going to stay here, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Yes."
"Good! That means another :fight in the morning."
"I guess you are right about that. We won't retre:1: until we are forced to do so."

'' iVell, they'll force us to retreat just as quick as they
can," t;aicl :Mark Morrison, "for if we remain here we f!(,uld
batter their houses down with ot'.r field pieces."
"True," agreed Dick. "They will force us to retreat, undoubtedly, but .we will make it as hard work as possible."

The night passed quietly, the British making no move
towatd attacking, but when morning came it was different.
There was a stir in the British camp and the redcoats !Jrgm
making preparations for an attack.
The patriots, protected by the trees, were ready £or the
engagement, and soon the battle was on. The roar of the
field pieces and the rattle of musketry were almost' deafen'l'his was kept llp briskly for a few minutes, and then ing, and the sound was. heard for miles in all directhe main British army advanced to the attack.
tions.
They fired volley after volley, and these were returned in
At laet the British c1iarged the patriot force and a retreat
kin<l by the patriot soldiers.
was the remit, tbe patriots, although having the advantage

Gradually the soldiers were forced to evacuate the houses
ne.-.rest the approaching enemy and to retreat to other
houses, in turn, and retre~t still farther.
The patriots made a good fight, but were outnumbered
so greatly that they were forced to keep on retreating till
- they were clear out of the village and within the edge of
the timber beyond.
Here they made a decided stand, being protected by
the trees, and managed to hold the British in check tin
darkness had settled over all and made it impossible for
them to see each other.
Both forces had lost a number of men, dead or wounded,
but the Brifoh loss wa8 the greater. 'fhe patriots were very
well satisfied, even though they had been .forced to evacuate
the houses and flee to the timber.
Dick and Major Davie got together for a council.
"What do you think, Captain Slater.?" asked the major.
"Will it be safer for us to remain in camp here, or ahould
we retreat farther into the timber?"

of the protection of the trees; was yet so much weaker than
Ilic British force that it could not stand its ground against
the charge, and was forced to withdraw farther into tha
tirnb<.>r.

It continued onward till it came to the top of a riL1g0,
and h<.>re it stopped and took up it.s position m1ce more.
·• I believe that we can hold this position," remarked
Major Davie, after taking a survey of the su.rrouuding~.
"I think so, sir," agreed Dick.
They got into position for offering battle to the British,
but the enemy did not put in an appearance.
Several hours passed, and still the enemy did not materialize.
•
"\Vlrnt does it mean, I wonder.," remarked Major Da\'ie.
"I guess it means that they are satisfied with haring
driven us away," replied Dick. "They have posaession of
Charlotte, and will probably remain there some tim2. ''

""Well, we will make it as lively for them as possible while
they
do stay there, Captain Slater."
"J think it will be safe to remain here, sir."
"So we will, sir."
"You think the British will not make a night ~ttack ?"
It
was as Dick and the major had surmised. The Brifoh
don't think they will. We have given them a pretty
good fight, and I think they will be content to rest till settled down in Charlotte and made preparations for a
le11gtbv stay. They began sending out foraging parties to
morning."
secure
foo<l supplies, ancl the patriot soldiers did all they
"Very good. We will remain here, then, but shall station
co11ld to put a stop to this, and discouraged the redcoats in
more than the usuai number of sentinel~."
"Yes," agreed Dick; "that will be a pr•per precaution making attempts in this direction.

':r

to take."

The Liberty Roys were especially effecti\·e in this, owing
'l'hey talked a few minutes longer and then Dick returned to ihc fact that they were troopers ancl conld get around
to his company of Liberty Bo}'F.
from place to place quickly.
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Thev were thus enabled to cut off ·a number of fo;aging where their wounds ':ere dressed
with as much skilr as .was
· • and- very near1y ann ih"l
1:~rt1es
1 at ed them.
, possible under the circumstances.
.
r·
.
·
· · "We'll do that much for them, anyway," said Mr. HowDick did considera
ble reconno1. termg
and spymg,
an d m,

1

this way managed to secute information of intended expedi-; arte thanked the Liberty
Boys for what they had done fol'
tions.
. him and his family. They assured him that they did_ not
One night, hidden behind a tree not far from whe~~ al wish any thanks, that they
had only done their duty and
party of redcoats were sittin_g at tbe edge of the British _. were glad to be of senice
to him.
~-y·
•ncampm ent in Charlotte, Dick heard them say _th at th eyi
Joe Bolton had a talk with Lucy and so was well satiswere going to make a raid on the Howard plantation on the fied. The only person who
did not seem to be well pleased
morrow.
'
was Ethel Howard, whose sympathies, of course, were with
This interestecl him greatly. He had a warm feeling in the British.
his heart for the Howards and did not want that they should
The Liberty Boys, their work done at the Howard plantasuiier from the depredations of the British, if it could pas- . tion, rode back to their
·encampment.
sibly be helped. .
.
. ,,
tr:
The Liberty Boys and Major Davie's force remained in
"Joe Bolton will be wild when be hears this~ thought_ camp near Charlotte as long
as the British army stayed
!Dick. '· He is in love with Lucy Howard and w1ll wa~t to·. there and when Cornwallis
finally broke camp and marched
be on hand to help thrash the British when they put ~ _an awa/ toward the seacoast,
they followed, being determined
appearance. Well, we'll be there and will make th e Bntish to retard his progress all they
possibly could.
wish they had stayed away."
The young patriots who had joined the Liberty Boys
Dick stole away and hastened to the patr_iot encampmcllt. company at the Howard plantatio
n remained with it to the
i:s he had expected, Joe Bolton was greatly excited when he end of the war and did splendid
service, and when the "war
heard the news, and wanted to know if the Liberty Boys was over they went' back
to their homes and married the
were going to foil the British foraging party.
girls who had been instrume ntal in causing them to join ·the
"Yes, indeed," replied Dick. "We will spoil their plan, Liberty Boys company.
you may be sure."
George Lathrop remained in the British ranks through. "We ought to be there early, Dick," eagerly.
out the war, also, and returned to his home and married
"We will be, Joe. We'll get there in plenty of time so Ethel Howard. They ~ere
disappointed at the way the
that we will 1e on hand to welcome the redcoats."
war turned out, but did not let it i~terfere with their hap" A.re we all going to go?" queried Bob Estabrook.
piness.
"Y~, Bob; the foraging party will be an unusually large
'l'he Liberty Boys did lots of lively :fighting during the
_ one, owing to the fact that the Howard plantatio n is the war, but none more lively
than that they had engaged in
richest home in this part of the country, and there will lie during their sojourn in the
Mecklenburg district.
more plunder to be secured there than any other place they
have visitod. 11
"How big a p:irty will it be, Dick? Dirl you learn?'.'
THE END.
"No, but I judge -that there will be fifty or seventy-five
cf the redcoats."
"Well, there won't be that many when' we get through
Read "THE LIBERT Y BOYS' FIERCE HUNT; OR,
with them. 11
CAPTUR ING A CLEVER ENEMY ," which will be the
'rhe Liberty Boys were at the Howard plantation at an
next number ( 494) of "The .Liberty Boys of '76."
early lj.our next morning and waited as patiently as possible
for the coming of the foraging party.
It put in an appearance at last, and as Dick had surmised,
there were at least seventy-five of the troopers.
They seemed to be utterly unsuspecting of danger, and
so were taken completely by surprise when the Liberty Boys
SPECIA L NOTICE :-All back numbers of this weekput in an appearance and att~cked them fiercely.
ly, except the following, are in print: 1 to 30, 32 to 35,
There could be only one result. The British party was 45, 49, 76, 83, 86, 107, 223.
If you cannot obtain the
al.most annihilated, rrot more than a score of the redcoats ones you want from any
newsdealer send the price in
making their escape.
money or postage stamps by mail to FRANK TOUSEY ,
The Liberty Boys buried the dead troopers and carried Publisher, 24 Union Square,
New York City, and you will
tile wounded, fifteen in number, into the Howard house, receive the copies you order
by return mail.
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prised me by an overpowering burst of melody high in the
heavens. This salutation was made to me by half a mllllon
of voices at an out-of-the-way spot in the pampas one evening
at nine o'clock." And the same writer goes on to tell of having beard the same sort of screamer music at noon on another
occasion. They, the screamers, sang their chorus "round the
entire circuit of a certain lake, each flock waiting its turn to
sing, and only stopping•when their duty had been performed.•
Each wing of the screamer is equipped with a pair of sharp
spurs, powerful in strength, and doubtless used in times of
conflict with enemies.

·-·
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FROM EVERYWHERE.- - - Our five-cent pieces, of course, are merely tokens, deriving
their purchasing power from the fiat of the Treasury. The
metal blanks for them cost only about 14 cents a hundred.
When the expense of stamping the designs upon them is
added they come to something like $3,510 a million. That is
to say, for this amount the Government produces $50,000
wort.'h of nickels, making a clear profit of $46,490 on the
transaction.
Fkleds have been kind to one town. For years Missouri
City, about fifteen miles east of Kansas City, in Clay County,
has been off the river map, and the steamboats couldn't get
within miles of it because of a change in the channel. But
recently the high water began to flow through an old chan~ -nel, and in a few days it had cut so deep and so fast that
Missouri City awoke one morning to find itself on the main
channel of the river. A few hours later the steamer Chester
passed the old landing, and Missouri City's cup of joy was
- ~ull. Because of the change of channel the boat line company
will now take freight and passengers for Missouri City.

HAPPY MOMENTS.
Caller-"How pleased you must be to find that your new
cook is a stayer." Hostess-"My dear, don't mention it. She'&
a stayer, all right, but, unfortunately, she's not a cook."
Husband-"How conceited you are, Effie! You're alway&
looking at yourself in the glass." Wife-" I'm sure I am not.
I don't think I'm half as pretty as I really am."
Fred-I wonder why Bluebeard started rutting off bis wives•
heads? Freda-Very likely the idea occ1> red to him while ha
was at the theater behind a big hat.
"Yes," he said, "I'Ye had a couple of drinks." "The idea! ..
exclaimed his wife; "why do you tell me that?" "Why, it's
the truth." "I know; that's why I can't understand yourtelling me."
•
A Lindsborg boy had been clothed with his father's ca~t-off
wardrobe and was one day found crying behind the barn.
"Pa's gone and shaved his face clean," he explained, "a,nd I
suppose I'll have to wear them red whisl{ers now."

Mr. B.-There! I've let my cigar go out! Do you know, it
spoils a cigar, no matter how good it is, if you allow it to go
Recent scientific study of the so-called "dancing mice" out? Mrs. B.-Yes; a cigar is very much like a man in ihat
*
seems to indicate that the breed, was derived originally from respect.
the mating of individual mice which exhibited the strange
impulse to dance. These mice were first bred in China. In
Squire-I say, Pat, that's the worst-looking horse I 6Ver
that country to-day, and also in Japan, they are commonly saw. Why don't you fatten him up? Pat-Fatten him, is it?
kept in small cages-not for the sake of their dancing habit, Shure, the poor baste can hardly carry what little flesh be'a
but because they are extraordinarily agile and acrobatic. got now.
Such cages are usually provided with revolving wheels and
other apparatus which the little rodents set in motion as they
"Money doesn't bring happiness," said the trite philosopher.
skip rapidly about. They are sometimes called "waltzing "No," answered Mr. Dustin Stax, "it doesn't exactly bring hapmice," because they not only run in circles, but frequently piness, but it affords some of us billionaires a great deal of
whirl about swiftly as if on a pivot. It is a very curious amusement to see the efforts of people to get some of €>Ura
phenemenon, and there seems to be no certainty that it may away from us. "
- not be due to a nervous complaint perpetuated by inheritance.
The professor was trying to explain the Darwinian theory
The South American screamer resembles in some respects
bis class, when he observed that they were not paytag
in
the game bird; in other respects it resembles the goose. In
matters of beak and skull it suggests the former, and in proper attention. "Boys," he said, "when I am trying to
matters of body and legs it seems closely related to the latter. explain to you the peculiarities of the monkey I wish yeu
But unlike the goose, its toes are not connected by a web. would look right at me."
The screamer is, a most peculiar bird in habits. He is fond of
In the household department of a farm magazine we tlnd
soaring fn the air at a tremendous altitude, giving vent to a
piercing cry which ·fairly rends the air. Sometimes there the following communications: "I am willing to exchange a
will be whole flocks of them congregated together to soar well-preserved copy of Browning's poems for some geraniums.•
and sing,, giving forth their unmusical song in deafening "I have a complete edition of Byron, containing all bis poems
chorus. One writer on the screamer has this to say of their and letters, which I shall be glad to exchange for some waterfondness for their own music: "On one occasion they sur- melon seed."
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A DOCTOR'S STORY.
By KIT CLYDE.
The story appended we give in the words of Dr. - - , than
whom there is not a more famous person for the treatment of
insanity, and by whom it was related to me.
"I was then comparatively new at the business," said the doctor, "when the incident occurred which I am about to tell you.
I had graduated from college with high honors, and was at
once offered a position on the staff attached to the - - Lunatic
Asylum. After two years of close attention to business, I
found that my health was beginning to fail, and following the
advice of my associates at the asylum, I started for the country to spend the summer in quietly resting.
"I found board in the charming village of Brookdale, a
quaint but beautiful place, the residences being mostly of an
ornamental character, and chiefly occupied by prosperous business men from a not far distant city.
"Every morning at six o'clock I arose, and at half-past six
any one might have seen me taking a stroll before breakfast;
it was, I think, during my second walk, that having strolled
beyond the outskirts of the village, I encountered a man to
whom my attention was at once called, by the fact that though
then midsummer, he wore across his shoulders a heavy cloak
which descended below his knees; as I passed him, I obtained
a glimpse at his face; it was a dark, sullen, morose-looking
face, with large black eyes, that either had a far-away look
in them, or else seemed to dart forth glances of very fire.
"After that I met him nearly every morning, and naturally
began to have some curiosity as to who he was. I inquired
at the house, and after giving a description of the stranger,
was,informed that nothing was known of him in the village,
save that he had appeared in the neighborhood some time
before, and that several times a week he came to the grocer's
tor supplies.
"But where does he live?" I asked.
" 'I don't know,' was the answer, 'though some say he has
ibeen ~een to enter the old Pillbury mansion, and,' with a
shrug of the shoulders, 'I'd rather he'd stay there than me.'
" '\Vhy?'
" 'The place is haunted.'
" 'Haunted!' and I laughed.
" 'It's the truth,' said my host, sagely; 'many a one can tell
you of queer noises heard there at night, of lights seen burning in the windows at unseasonable hours;' and he shook his
head wisely.
"Here I allowed the subject to drop, but, as you will suppose,
looked with increased interest for my meeting with the
stranger the next morning; we met, and actuated by a feeling
almost friendly, since I had so frequently met him, I raised
my hat; he noticed the movement and glared savagely at me,
yet touched his hat as he passed.
"I bad understood that the Pillbury mansion spoken of was
above a mile away, and on a side road other than that on
which I used to take my morning ramble. Wishing to see the
place I started the next morning a little earlier than usual,
and just as I arrived in front of the place the tumble-down
gate opened, and my 'stranger' stepped into the road. I
touched my hat; be did the same with a scowl, and passed,
leaving me to think he'd be a tough customer to deal with if
be were inclined to be ugly.
·
"That night I sauntered into the village grocery, and was
sitting in the back part of it when who should enter but the
'stranger,' for other name than that I had been unable to
procure for him.
·· I saw bis great black eyes sweep around the place, and
knew instinctively that they had beheld me, for almost im-

mediately I saw him bend partially across the counter, and as
much from the motion of the lips in speaking as from hearing
I made out that he asked this question:
" 'Who is that fellow back there?'
"'That?' and the grocer glanced in my direction. 'Oh!
that's a summer boarder. He's from the city, I believe. A
" 'Professional man?' queried the stranger; '1 judge so from
his cut.'
"'Yes, a doctor, I believe; they say he makes insani1y a
specialty.'
"How the grocer learned this I never knew, and what pos;
sessed him to make this remark I cannot say, yet its effect
was very marked, for the stranger a,t once turned on me a
pair of burning, lurid eyes, gazed at me fixedly for several
seconds, while a look of the deepest, most intense hatred
crossed his dark face; then he faced about and strode from
the store without making any purchases, nor did he ever afterward enter the place.
"I can hardly describe the effect on me of that look of hate,
which it unmistakably was; yet why should he hate me?
"I confess that I was puzzled not a little by the affair, and
the next morning as I went for my usual walk, I determined
in my mind to solve the riddle by personally exploring the
old rambling house in which he had taken up his abode, since
which day, as people admitted, no ghostly visions had been
seen, nor uncanny sounds heard.
"Then one morning the village was thrown into a state or
excitement by the news that a young girl of sixteen year.s of
age had suddenly disappeared, and no reason could be assigned by her parents for any surreptitious leaving; hunting
parties were organized, and for two days the country ,was
scoured far and near, but at no point could be discovered any
trace of pretty Jenny Engel.
"And then there crept around a most horrible story: 'twas
said with bated breath, with relating lip placed close to listening ear, that she was not the first that had gone so mys- teriously within the past six months; two farmers, living in
opposite directions, had each lost a child about Jenny's age,
one a boy, the other a girl, and the story further said that one
of the farmers, on rising one morning, found before his door.-a collection of bones to which here and there clung a bit of
flesh, and where they had grated on the bones, the marks of
teeth were visible.
"I listened to the terrible story with blood running cold in
my veins, and my self-put query was: 'Do we live in the days
of man-eating? Who is the monster?'
"There arose before me, vision-like, two lurid, flaming eyes,
beneath a shaggy, black brow, and so vivid was the imaginary
sight that I started and gazed about me half-expecting to see
the stranger before me.
"Half in a dream I arose and left the house, and careless
where I went, my footsteps took me out toward the Pillbury
mansion, until finally, half amazed myself at finding my
destination, I found myself before the broken gate of the long
tumble-down house that in former days had been looked ,upon
as a magnificent dwelling, and was called 'mansion' by the
country folk.
'' I heard the noise of footsteps in the direction of the bbuse,
but approaching the gate, and I shrunk back in the shade of
some bushes that had sprung up where the fence had stood,
and from my covert I watched the stranger; he advanced to
the gate and there stopped, and his restless black eyes began
roving up and down the road; he stood thus for some seconds,
and then he uttered a low, long-continued, hollow laugh, the
like of which I had heard day after day since my connection
with the asylum; tben be began muttering to himselr, and
finally I heard:
" 'Ha, ha, ha! They don't suspect me yet, although I'm
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the intellige nce that the knife was even then cutting into her,
and almost instantly I had ocular demonst ration, for I saw a
tiny jet of blood spurt up.
" 'Heaven help me!' I moaned, for the sight had unnerved
me; I arose quickly to my feet, turned the knob; the door was
fastened. I retreated a few feet and flung ~yself violently
against the door; it cracked, it groaned, it broke, and I dashed
into the room, only to receive a terrible cut from the dagger
in Hank's hand in my left shoulder . Quick to devise and act,
I struck his hand a hard crack with the butt of my revolver,
and he let go of the knife-hil t with a loud howl.
" 'Now surrende r,' I cried.
" 'Never!' he shrieked , 'never!' and dashed out of tlie room
tering:
another door from the one by which I had entered, upsetby
one
any
if
and
" 'There, I've my inscripti on cut on the gate,
in his flight a kerosene lamp, which, breaking , set fire
calls, he'll know who he'll find here,' and with a hollow laugh, ting
around it; I sprang to the girl's side; she still lived!
all
to
he was gone.
bonds and carried her downsta irs and laid her on
her
cut
I
standard
the
on
and
ent,
concealm
my
''I crept forward from
then into the house I rushed back to ·t he room I
grass;
the
saw cut:
hact just quitted, and then through the door the mad tenant
" 'HANK BUTLER,
fled through; I found a pair of
of the Pillbury mansion h
" 'Anthrop ophagite .'
stairs before me, leading into the attic, and up them I we:p.t,
the rooms, they were
"For an instant the latter word staggere d me, and then of several doors were open; I dashed into
; I opened it, and
attention
my
attracted
door
closed
a
me.
empty;
upon
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n
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its
a sudden
out part of thesmashed
just
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Butler
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for
.
just in time,
"It meant solely and simply-m an-eater
by the aid of a
ground
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to
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to
that
as
about
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name
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the
red
sash,
remembe
I
Butler.
"And Hank
inmate of - - Asylum, who had made his escape a year tree outside.
"At my entrance he faced around like a tiger at bay.
before, and whose madness took the form of a mania for eating human flesh.
" 'Hold!' I sternly said, 'one moveme nt and I'll kill you.
Do you surrende r?'
"dood heavens! what a revelatio n.
victim
a
fallen
she
Had
Engel.
Jenny
"There was a look of indeclsio n on his face, and I knew my
"I thought of little
to his madness ?
stern words and decided manner had made an impressi on; I
watched him narrowly , to prevent any surprise, and was not
"i thought the matter over.
to
duty
my
clearly
was
it
surprised when, with sinking head, he said:
was,
he
what
and
"Knowin g who
"'I do.'
take him in charge- and at once. ·
"It was rapidly growing dark, and I could safely approach
" 'Then stand perfectly still,' I ordered,_ and advanced toand reconnoi ter. I did so, and all around the house was as ward him; he looked up and I caught his eye, and saw there
quiet as the grave. Then I softly mounted the steps and put a crafty, cruel, unquelle d look which should have taught me
my foot on the porch. Still no ·sound. I crossed to the door, caution. He seized me in his arms.
it yielded before my touch, and I entered the house and
" 'Ha, ha, ha!' he shrieked , 'this is the way I'll serve you.
groped along the hall until, reaching a staircase , I commenc ed I'll roast you by a big blaze and have you for supper. By
its ascent, prompted to this by a faint noise, as of a distant, Jove, but you're tender!'
deadened moan.
"He reached the fire, and with a maddene d giant's strength
,
"Oh! what a shiver that slight sound sent through my lifted me above his head.
frame, and how my heart jumped, how tightly my fingers
fire!
the
into
me
throw
to
"He was going
clutched my revolver, and I dove deeper into the darkness .
"I thought escape impossib le, for my struggle s were as
listen.
to
stopped
and
"I reached the head of the stairs,
easily overcom e by him as are those of a babe in its mother's
Yes, clear and ~istinct, though low, came the moaning sounds, arms; and then, when passive to fate, I head voices shouting ,
as if doors or walls interven ed between the utterer and -myself. heard the tramp o~ feet. It gave me new life, new courage.
I located them as best I could, and decided that they came I was balanced for the hurling into the body of fire, but I
from the ,o ther end of the hall, and this was confirme d when wriggled around, and fastening my arms about the madman 's
r saw a faint ray of light that was emitted into the darkness neck, I hung on with the desperat ion of deepest despair.
·rthrough the keyhole of a tightly closed door.
"I heard the tread of feet on the stairs, and knew rescue
"With steps as stealthy and noiseless as a cat's, I ap- was at hand.
proached , and then crouchin g down, I gazed through the key"Would they reach me in time? I was momenta rily growing
holf;.,, and-suc h a sight! I'll never forget it to my dying day!
weaker. Ah! my hold was torn loose. Once again I was
"Directly in front of the door, half way between it and a
the fatal plunge into the sea of fire, and then-a
------ red-hot stove, whose top was ornamen ted by a huge gridiron, raised for
madman was in the hands of the rescuers ,
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drawn together by the glow of the fire
to prevent any outcry; the little girl's eyes were wild with son, and to the crowd
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"He killed himself within three months after his capture. "
place pressure on the hilt; a louder moan from the girl brought
afraid that cursed doctor will, for he deals with madmen , and
they 1,1Sed to say I was as mad as a March hare. But, devil
take 'em, I got away despite the sharp watch they kept on me,
and here I've lived securely and fed to my soul's delight onha, ha, ba!-ten der flesh. They said I was mad, because I
killed. a man and ate him, but I wasn't. I ate him because
I liked him better than beef. And you, my darling' -drawin g
out and holding up a murdero us-lookin g dirk-'yo u've furnished me many a dainty bit, and always will, I hope.'
"Here he paused, and then suddenly busied himself in cutting one of the standard s of the gate. At this he kept ~ork1ng for nearly an hour, and then returned to the house, muF
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No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH OARml--EmMESMt.AISM.
bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks,, wi~ ll•
• ._ it. HOW TO, .MESMERIZE.-Containing the moat ap-- lust.rations.
By A. Anderson.
.,_
methods> ,oft mesmerism ;:-also how to. cure all kinds, of

E

No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY 1RICKS WITH OARDS.· by an'ima1'magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By ProL Leo
Containi~~ deceptive Ca!"d Tricks as performed by leadingco-.fnro~
,A; 0. ,s.,.. author of· '+How to Hypnotize," etc.
and ma.pCla.na, .Arranged for home amusement. Fully ihUstrate4.

Koch,

PAL:MISTRY.

1•0. 82. HOW 'TOIDO PALMIS1'RY.-Containing the

most ap~ed methods ,oft 1reading, the ·lines on the hand, togl!tber with
f,I

hll ,,explanati9n1 of their meaning.

Also explaining phrenology,

Ml the. key for, telling! .cbaracter by the .bump• on tae head. BJ
Ila B1210 Koch, A. ·C, 1s. Fully illustrated.
HY,P NO:rl~M.
!lo. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-WContalning valuable an4 inlllra~ve< Information, regarding the 1cience of hypnotism. A·Jao
=~rng:the most approved methods which are.employed by the
bypnotiata of' the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, .A..O.S.
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lfo.- 21. HOW 'FO HUNT AND FISH.-The moat eom~ete
lilllatinc· .and . fishing ruide ever published. It contains full in-

llllnctiolia about gunt, ·h unting d,ogs, · traps. trapping and 61binir,
\llefther •with descriptions· of game arid fish.
. llle.~6. HOW TO ROW,•SAIL AND :6UILD A JlOAT.-'FullyW~~ted. Every iboy -should know bow to row and aail a. boat.
l'all ,in11truction11 ..are- given in thi1 little book, together with in·
i;truction11 on swimming and riding, companion sports to boa.ting,
Ne. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE' A HORSE.plete treatise on the horse, . Describing the mo11t useful hol'lle.
■ineu, the ·best horses for the road; alio valuable r.cipee for
s pe.ct1liar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CA.NOES..-A. handy
1-olt !or boya. containing full direction• for constructing can<>M
"1acl ·tlie most popular manner of Ailin1 them. B'ull7 Ulu.atn.tecL
IDll 11. 'Sta.nafield Hicks.
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FORTUNE T-ELLING.
Re. l, NAPOLEON'.S ORACULUM AND DRE.AM BOOK:.lllamtalning the great oracle of human destiny; · al ■o the true mea:ar..-ot almost any kind of dreams, together with c'hannt, cereJllODiel.
!ill4 ;(:uri~us. games of -cards. A complete book.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybod'y dream1t
!lrom· the little child to the aged man and woman. Thi• Iittl• book
the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with luc:Q
cl unlucky days, .and "Napoleon's Oraculum," 'the book s,f (a.tA
No:28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone ii desirouaof
IDewing,what hi■ future life ·wm bring forth, whether. -h appiil.eu Ol'
aery; wealth or poverty. You can tell by a 1:iance at thi1 )lttle
k. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortmi-1. Tell
fortune t>f your friends.
No.. 76; HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE BA.ND.!l!:1ontaining rules for ~ellin& fortunes by th~ aid of lines of the bane),
~ the. secret of palmistry. Also the ,secret of telling future e;ventll
1!!5 aid' of mCille1, marka, 1cars,-.etc. Ill111trated. B7 ..l. .A.Ddenoa.
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lfo. 6. BOW TO BECOME AN A.THLETE.-Giving f~li In-

Oil for the , use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, i)arallel bara,
ntal ·, bara •a nd various other methods of develo~ng a cood,
y muscle; containing over 'sixty illustrations. Every boy can
J1trong and healthy by following th• inatructiona contained
Jittl& book,
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of 11elf-del'ense ma.de easy.
ll@ntaining- over tQirty.illustrations of guards, blows, a-..d the ditferllllt J)06ition11 of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
useful and instructive books, a.a it will teach you how to bo%
r,ltbout Ill!, instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containlnf futl
llluttuctions forilll kinds of gymnastic sports ancl athletic exercises.
Ri.:mt?racing thirty-five illustration11. By Professor W. Macdonald.
~ handy and useful book:
No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Containfng full Instruction for
timclng·and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery.
~ b e d witli twenty-one practical illustratio:n.a, pvin; ~ beat
lelltiena m fencing. A complete . book.
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TRICKS WITH CARDS.
fte. 51. BOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containlng

-,fanations of t'he general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable
la~ tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and ;not requiring
lillcht-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of
Qllll&lll ·»reparecl carda. BJ Frofeuor Ba1mer. Illustrated.

MAGIC. ·

No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The g~at book of m1iglc an.cl
card tricks, containing full instruction on an the leading ca.rd trick•
of tpe d~;y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as perfO'nned DJ
our leadmg magicians; evcr.v boy should obtain a copy of thia book.
u·it will both amuse and in'struct.
'
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's se<»n.t sight
explained by; his former assisthnt, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining lJo,r
.the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician .a.ml the
boy on the stage; also giving all the co1le11 and 1t1iiI1ais.. Tbe oul7,
authenJ;ic explana;tion of second sight.
'
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containins tai8
gran~est assort!lleut ~f' J!!agica~ illusions ever placed befo~ tho
pubhc. Also tncks with cards. incantations, etc.
' r
No. 68. HOW TO 'DO CHEMIC.AL T.RICKS.-Conta.tntng over
on.e hu;ndred highly alllusing and instructive tricks with cliemical&
B;l' A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLE.IGHT OF HAND.-Conta.hlinig ove~
~ft~ of the latest and-best. tricks used by 111agicians, Also 4'8>Utain·
m~ the secret of second sight, Fully illustra.ted. By A. And\llllon.
. No•. 70. HOW '.J'O MA;KE MAGIC ?'OYS.-ContainfDlr full
directittns foll makmg Magic Toy» and devices &f many lruuJ11. B1,
A. Anderson. Fully il!usti-ated.
'
No. 73. HOW'TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.~1
m,any curious tricks with l'lgures and the magic of numben. B.T A,
.Anderson. Eully illustrat' d
No. 75. HOW TO BECJMFl A CONJUROR. - C()JJ~ln1
tricks with Dominos, Dice, Cups anJ Bal!Si, Hat.I, etc. lllmirra:clDS
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson,
No. 78. ~~W TO DO 'l'HE _BLACK A;£tT.-Co11tainh!g a cpm,.
plete descnption of the mysterie11 of 1\fag1c and Sleight
together witb. ,;nan:,· wonderful ex_perimenta B7 A. ...
A...~
...........

oflh!'.4-

Ill u.trat.ed.

No. 29.

aow

MECHANICAL"
TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-~ tM>7

·•hould know how inventions originated. This book exD1ains tlreua
all, lriving ex~plea in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism !'jl'tica.
pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book parit1slied.
No. 5.6. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Cont.ainqfull
tn.truction• how to proceed in order to become a locomotiue ftll#
~ ; also directions for building a model locomotive~thol!
wtth ~ full d~il>_tion of e~cything a,n engineer should
•
• No. 57. BOW 'I'O MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMEN'l'S.-l!'u1'
cUrection1 bow to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, .2Eolian Ha~Xylophone and other musical instruments; together with a brief cJ.acription of near!:, every musical instrument used in ancient or
mode~ times. Profusely !llustratel:J. By Algernon S. Fia;erald,
for twenty yea.rs bandmaster of t'he Royal Bengal Mnine11.
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE ·A MAGIC LANTERN.-'-ContainlDO
a description J>f the lmstern, together with its history aniJ inveotfoa.
Aiso full directions fol' Its use and for pa.intin1 alide& B&lid.lomell,
illustrated. By John Allen.
,
No. 71, HOW TO DO MECB~IC'AL TRICKS.:--0ontahlflt6
<lOJllplete instructkn• for Rerformini= over •fnJ' Mecb&IL~ Triou,
B7 .A. .lndenon. Fully illustrated.

LETTER WAITING.

No. 11. ROW 'l'O WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-Jl m.(lllt e6ta,
plete little book, containing full directions for writing Iote-lettert,,
and when to use tl)em, giving specimen letters for y.oung, and 0141.
No. 12 HOW '1:0 WRITE LETTERS TO LADIESi-Givmf
complete instructions for writing letters to ladiea on all 111~;
also ·1etteo, o( introd_uction notes and requests.
No. 24. HOW TO WR1TE Lll}TTERS TO GENTLEM1!JN.Oontaining full directions for writmg to ge·ntlemen on all &llbjecta~
also gjv/ng, 11ample letters for instruction.
N~ 53. HOW TO W.RITE LE'.I.'TERS.-A wo,.~eri'u} ftttM
book, teliing yo.u how to write to your sweetl:;'2art, 'your father,
mot™'!'., sister, brother, employer; and~ in ~ct, everybody ancf any•
body you wisb to write to. Every :,ounc man and ·e ver,, $bunt
lady in th~ land. sbould 'have this -:iook.
~o. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY,-.Coo-·
taining foll instrnctions fot- writing letters on almost any •ubject; 1
alao rulea for p1mcwatio11 IIJld compositlOD, with 1ptcimeD hltteriii/
-,
.J

~== === ==~ === === === =::: :::= ==
~== ~== ===
THE STAGE .

. !'lo. 41. THF;l ~OYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
.BOOK.-- Contammg a great vatiety of the latest jokes used by the
,;nC?11t famous en~ men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful httle book.
No.. 4~. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKE R.a:lonta1!1mg a varied asso,r~en t of ~tT:tmp speeches, Negro, Dutch
!lnd Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse'.Jlen and amateur shows.
N . 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTRE L GUIDE
Every
r&ND JOKl!J 1;:l<?OK.;--Somethin~ new a?d very _instructives. for
or•
lboy_s~ould ob.a1n this ~ook, as 1t contams full mstruction
11amzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe .
original
most
. 65. MULDOO N'S JOKES.-' .rhis Is one of the
It
~oke ~ooks ever puhlishe.!1, and •it is brimful of wit and humor.
etc., of
~ntams a large collection of _songs, jokes, conundrum s, joker
of
---.. li'errence Muldoon, the great wit! humorist, and · practical
the ~ay. Every boy__who can enJoy a good substantia l joke should
~btam a copy 1mmed1ately.
No.. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR-C ontainingoncomthe
i)lete mstruction s how to make up for various characters
aitage_; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
Manager.
Stage
prominent
a
By
Man.
!Scenic Art13t and Property
N!). 80. GUS ~ILLIAM S' JOKE BOOK.-C ontaining the Iat81t Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-reno wned and
11ver popular Uer~l!-n comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
11:olored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.

No: 31. HQW T9 _BECOME A SPEAKER .--Conta.l nlng foq,
teen 1llu11tratrons, g1vmg the different pos.itrnns requisite to becoat
a good speali;.er, re11.der and elpcutionis"f. Also containing gems froal
aJl the popular !luflrors of prose and poetry, arranged in the '.~
simple .and concise manner ·1)-0ssible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBAT_E .-Giving rules for conducting •
bates, outlmes for_ depates, qu~stions for discussion, and the 11111
source» for procurmg mformat1o n on the questions given.

,.

SOCIET Y.

No. 3. ~OW TO FLIRT.- The arts and wiles of flirtation UV
el
fully expl~tned by this litt:~ book. Besides the various methods
ha_r.dkerch1ef,. fan. glove, parasol, window and hat .6irtation, it ce..
le
which
tams a ·full hst of the language and sentiment· of flowers be·hapJI
in_teresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot
without one.
. No. 4. H_OW _TO DANCE is the title of a new and handaomt
full · instru•
l~ttle _book Just ISsued by Frank Tousey. It contains
ttons ID the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parti..,
how to dress, and full directions for calling oil: in all popular4isquU'('
·,
dances.
loye,
No. ~- HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A . complete guide etiquetta
courtship and marriage, giving_ -sensible !ldvice, _rules and not ....
to be observed, with many curious and mterestmg things
erally known.
bi tlN
No. 17. ~OW TO DR~SS.~ Contaiuin g full Instruction
givinr tM
art of dressmg and appearmg well at: home aµd a.broad
selections of colors, material, and how •to have them made up tu
~o. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIF UL.:.__On e of
worl4.
HOUSE KEEPIN G.
brightest and. most valuable little books ever g_iven to th!!
Contaming
.-GARDEN
WINDOW
A
KEEP
TO
B9W
16.
N(!,
kD!)W how to become beautiful, both male aat
to.
wishes
Everybo1y
town
in
hll mstruction s for constructm g a window garden eithi!r beautiful female. The secret 1s1.s1mple, and almost costless. Read thi1 bod
~r country, and the most approved methods for raising
and be convinced how to become beautiful.
lowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub11-hed.
BIRDS AND ANIMA LS.
boolts
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-O ne of the most fostructive meats
~. BOW. TO K~EP :ijIRD.S.- Ha.ndsom ely lllµstrateclof,IQ
No._
cookin~
for
recipes
t1iQ
0n cooking ever published. It contains
full mstruct1on s for the ma.nagement and.traini ng
of contammg
blackbic"d, paroquet; .pa.rrot, etc:
bobolink,
f!lah, game, and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds
rd;
mockingbi
canary,
lJ)astry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. BOW TO l;lAISE DOGS, 'POULTR Y PIGEONS .klQI
·cooks.
RABBIT S.-A useful and instructive book. Handsome ly lllaa,
for
n
informatio
contains
No. 37. BOW TO KEEP HOUSE. -It
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
bldl
•verybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.- Includlng bf2'1111,
ornaments onNo.
ma e almost a_nything around the house, such as parlor
moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirn.,ls and
cat~h
to
how
'
birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lim·e for catchini
Also how to cure 11kins. Copiously illustrated . By :J. Harrlnctc l
~
Keene.
ELECTR ICAL. ',
No. 50. BOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMAL S.-:a
.. o.. 46. BOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTR ICITY.-A de-· valuable boC?k, giying ins_truction.s i? collecting, preparing, mounti..,
.
Jcr1pt10n of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro .magnetism
and preservmg birds, ar1maJs ·aud msects.
eeatogether with full instruction s for making Electric Toys, Batteries'
No._54. HO~TO KEEP AND M'AN~GE ~ETS.-Gi vh1g
ii~
fifty
over
keepiJa&
Containing
D.
raising
M.
of
M.,
A.
,method
and
Tl-ebel,
manner
George
~tc. By
plete mformat1o n as to the
lustrations .
tallling, . breeding, an_d masaging. all kinds of pets; also giving fd
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRI CAL MACHIN ES.-Con- mstruct1on s for makmg cages, etc. Full:v; explained by twenty-ell llf
induction
machines,
electrical
~a!.n ing full directions for making
jllustr~ion s, makini it the most complete book of the kind
eoI!s, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCEL LANEO US.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRI CAL TRICKS. -Containi ng a
No. 8. BOW TO BECOME A SCIENTi ST.-A. useful ancl lalarge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks '
str~ctive. ~ook, givi~ a .c.omp\_~te treati.se on: chemistry ; ·also...,
toiether with illustration s. B_y A. Anderson.
per1ments 10 .acoustics, mechanics, mathemati cs, 'Chemistry, andfe•
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, .and gas balloona. '1'1111
ENTER TAINME NT.
cannot be equaled.
No. 9. BOW TO BECOME A VENTRIL OQUIS'l' .-By Harry book
fa
N~. 14. H9W -TO MAK:EJ CANDY. -A complete hand-book
~ennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
,!r,.SYru~esaences. ·etc~ etc.
1ce-cre111I
candy,
of
kmds
all
malune
multidelighting
(
professoi;:
practi.cal
a
by
tthie book of instruction s,
No. ~4. ·HOW'TO BECOME AiY A{!~,o.OR ......--Oontaining fiaJI
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations ), can master the
and diia
the informatio n <tegarding choice of subjects, ·the use of words·
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It isit.
of preparing· and subµiitting manuscrip t. Also contalobaa
createst book ever published, and there's millions (of fun) in -A manner
l COl&oo
and,genera
legibility
valuable informatio n .as to the neatness,,
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERT AIN AN EVENING PARTY. m .Position
t, essential to a successful author. By PrbtOI
manuscrip
of
compendiu
complete
A
published.
just
book
little
,
•ery valuable
·Hiland.
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations , etc., suitable
No. 38. BOW TO BECOME YOUR QWN pOCTOR .-A.inwe
for parlor or idrawing-ro om entertainm ent. It contains more for the derful
n
informatio
·
practical
and
book, containing useful
money than' any book published.
of ordinary diseases and· ailments common to e\'el'M
No. 35: HOW TO -PLAY GAMES. -A complete and useful little treatment
Abounding in useful and effective recipes for generaf. .,.
family.
bagatelle,
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards,
"'
plaints.
backgammon, croquet. dominqes, etc
T STAMPS AND .COINS.- -e~
COLLEC
TO
HOW
55.
No.
all
ontaining
RUMS.-C
CONUND
SOLVE
No. 36. HOW TO
taining valuable informatio n regarding the ·collecting and arrancbif
the leading conundrum s of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches of
stamps and coins. Handsome ly illustrated .
lll!d witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECT IVE.-By Old King Bratl
little
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS., -A compl~te lnd handy Cribthe world-know n detective. In· which he Jays down some , valuablijlI
book, giving the rules and full directions for playinc Euchre,Poker, -and
sensible rules for •beginners, and also•·relate s some adventtlNII
bage, Casino, For,tv-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw
and ei:I?eriences of' well-know n detectives.
!Auctio.n P.itch, All Fours, and many other pop~lar,.ga mes of cards.
.-Contal1 tNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOG RAPHER"to
huno. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES .-Contain mg over three
worli: It I
n regarding the- Camera 11.nd• how
informatio
useful
ing
A
aame.
to
key
with
s,
conundrum
and
puzzles
4red interesting
also how to make- Photograp hic Magic Lantern Slide, and· oth•
complete book. Fully illustrated . By .A. Anderson.
1{,!~s~are ncies. Handsome ly illustrated . By Captai.J) W. Dew.
ETIQUE TTE.
,
11
NO: 62. BOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITAB
No. 13, HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUE TTE.-It
Containin g full e;tplanatio ns how to gain adml~
II a•great lifl! secret, .a nd one that every young man desires to know CADE'J',Poe&
course of Study, Examinati ons, Duties, Staff of Officers,
all lUl()ut, There's happiness in it.
ahouJ41
Guard, Police Regulation s, Fire Departmen t, and all a boy autliei
Nb, 33. HOW TO B~HA VE.~Cont ainlng the rules and etiquette
Compiled and written by Lu Senaren1,
a1Cadet.
be
to
know
apof
methods
approved
most
and
easiest.
the
and
of good society
"How to Become a Naval Cadet."
pearing_ to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of No.
63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-- Oomplete la,
In the .drawing;room.
Na•a'
structions of bow to gain admission to the Annapoli1
•
Ac.ude~. Also containing the course of instruction , deltCrlpti
D~CLA MATION .
1iC
of grounf]s and buildings, historical ske'tch, and everythlnr aCS..
No. 27. BOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITAT IONS.
ltnow to become an officer in the United States Navy.
--OOntain ing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch ·s_hould
,1md written "by Lu Senarena, author of "How &o S - •
•lalect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled
W1:5t 'Point 'Military Cadet."
~ •tandard readings.

to
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PRICE 10 CENTS · EACH . OR 3 FOR, ,25 CENTS .

Addres s FRAN K TOUSEY, Publish ert 24 Union Square , New York.

IIIF

Latest Issues -.-

"All Arou nd Week ly"
Containing

Stories of All Kinds.
0oLO:alID CoVEBS,
32 PAGES.
PRICE '6 Cl:NTB,
17 The Hook and Ladder Boys; or, The Best Firemen In Town.
28 The Young Cliff Climber; or A Tale of the Andes.
19 The Ourang Outang Hunters; or, Adventures in the Dark
Continent.
30 Virginia Dick; or, A Southern Boy in the Mexican War.
31 Lost Under Ground; or, A Week in the Dark.
32 The Landlord's Son; or, Saved from a Drunkard's Grave.
33 The Young Drover; or, The Secret Order of the Northwest.

"Fam e and Fortu ne Week ly''
Containing Stories of Boys

Who Make Money.
32 PAGES.
PRICE ·5 CEll'TS,
The Way to Make Money; or, Taking Chances in Wall
Street.
Making His Fo!'tune; or, The Deal of a Lucky Boy.
The Stock Exchange Boys; or, The Young Speculators
of ,Wall Street.
Seven Bags of Gold; or, How a Plucky Boy Got Rich. "
Dick, the Wall Street Waif; or, From News-Boy _to Stock
Broker.
Adrift on the Orinoco; or, The Treasure of the Desert.

CoLOBED CoVEBS,

240
241
242
243
244
245

"Wild West Weekly''

A Magazine Containing Stories, Sketches, Etc., of Western Life.
0oLOBED COVERS.
32 PAGES.
PRIOJC 5 CENTS,
194 Young Wild West Teaching a Tenderfoot ; or, Tlie Dude's
Duel with the Desperado.
195 Young Wild West Rushing the Rustlers; or, Arletta's
Long Range Shot.
896 Young Wild West Grilling the Gold Grabbers; or, The
"Shoot-Up" at Shooker.
397 Yeung Wild West's Cowboy Challenge; or, Arietta's Good
Guess.
398 Young Wild West's Mysterious Enemies; or, The Sign of
the Silver Seven. ·
399 Young Wild West Saving the Stage Coach; or, How
Arietta Trapped the Road Agents.

"Work and Win"

Containing the Great Fred Fearnot Stories.
0oLoRED COVERS.
32 PAGES.
PB.IOJC '5 CENTS,
116 Fred Fearnot and the Errorless Wonder; or, Calling a
Ball Player's Bluff.
596 Fred Fearnot in Township Ten; or, The Fight with the
Surveyors.
697 Fred Fearnot's Throw Home; or, Playing in the Field.
698 Fred Fearnot's Strange Legacy; or, The Trap that Almost
Worked.
6'99 Fred Fearnot's Ninth Inning Finish; or, Playing Heady
Base Ball.
'
600 Fred Fearnot's Winning Oar; or, A Four Mile Pull to
Victory.
101 Fred F earnot's Champion Colts; or, Helping Out a Young
Nine.

4

''Pluc k and Luck''
Containing
Stories of Adventure.

CoLOBED CoVEBS,

32 PAGES.

PRICE

'6 CENTS,

621 Sinbad of St. Helena; or, For the Rescue of the Great
Emperor. By Allyn Draper.
622 His Father's Son; or, The Boy With a Bad Name. By
Allan Arnold.
623 The Island in the Air; or, The Castaways of the Pacific.
By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
624 A Smart Boy Salesman; or, Winning Success on the Road.
By Jas. C. Merritt.
625 The Hut in the Swamp ; or, The Mystery of Hal Percy's
Fate. By Richard R. Montgomer y.
626 Tom and the Tiger; or, The Boy With the Iron Eyes. By
Berton Bertrew.
•
627 On a Sinking Island. By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.

'-'Secr et Service"

Old and Young King Brady, Detectives.
COLORED CoVEBS.

32 PAGES,

PRICE 6 CENTS,

588 The Bradys' Dark Work; or, The Mystery of a N~ght.
589 The Bradys and the Mystic Band; or, Trailing the Silent Seven.
590 The Bradys Drugged; or, Caught by the Chinese Crooks.
591 The Bradys and the Black Snake Bracelet; or, Trapping
a Society Queen.
592 The Bradys After a "Lifer"; or, The Man Who Broke
from Sing Sing.
593 The Bradys and the Red Wolves; or, Working on the
Great Brandon Case.
594 The Bradys and Box 2; or, Hunting Down a Tough Gang.

----- ----- ----- ~

F~r sale by all newsdealers , or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy,
in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSE Y, Publis her,

24 Union Square , 1'1ew York.

IF YOU WAN T ANY BACK NUM BERS

of our Weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers , they ca.n be obtained
from this office 'd irect.
In the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want
and we will

return mail.

POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

,• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Cut out and fllJ
send them to you by

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , •i

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
. ....•.... ........• ....•.. 19
DEAR Sm-Enclo sed find ...... cents £or which please send me:
,•••. copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ....•.... .... -_.......... .........• .......... .•....... ..•....••
•••.•,
,. . . . "
" ALL AROUND WEEKLY, Nos ......... ......... ......... .•...•... •........ ..•....•. .. •••
,
,.. . . "
" FAME AND FORTUN E WEEKLY, Nos .... ......... .....•... ..•...... .......•• .....•... .•
,
,. . . . "
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ......... .•....... ....•.... ......... ......... ......... •... ·.••.
,. .. . "
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos .......... .......... .. ."......... ......... ......... ......
.
,. • . . "
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos ......... ......... ......... ......... ....••... ......... ........•
.
,. . . . "
" SECRET SERVICE, N0s ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ...•••.. ......•.. .••
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Ros ......... ......... .......... ......... ......... ......... ..•.....•
~
Name . ......... ......... ......... S'treet and No ......... ......... Town ......... . State
......•.•• •.•.••

-
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '7

A Weekly llagazine containing· Stories of the American Revolut,ion.
By HAR RY MOO RE.

Til.ese stories are based on actual facts and give a fa ithfu I account of the exciting
adventure s of a brave ba n d of American youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their lives for the
sake of helping along the gallant cai1se or
Independe nce. Every number will consist of 32 large pages o f reading matter,
bound in a beautiful colored cover .
463 The Liberty Doys· Cull to Arms: or, W ashington·s Clevel' R ns••
LATEST ISSUES:
_...,
466 'l'he Liberty Boys·

\\'hirlwind Attack: or, A Tenible Surpl'is
to Tarleton .
467 The Liberty Boys Ont With Brave Barry: o r. The Batt le \\" it b
the ''Unicorn."
468 'l'he T.iherty Bc>ys' Lost Trail: or, The Escape of tbe Traitor.
!69 The Liberty Boys Beating the Skinnel's : or, Cleal' ing Out a l3acl
Lot. '
470 The Llbel'ty Bol s· Flank
:Move; or, Coming
p Behln d the
British.
471 '!.'he Libel'ty r:oys as Scouts;
or, Skirmishin g Around \'alley
Forge.
472 'l'he L iberty Doys· Forced March: or, Caught In a Terr ible
T ra p .
47 3 '!'be Liberty Boys Defending Bennington ; or, H e lping Gene
ra l
StArk.
4 7 4 '.l'he Libert.v Boys' Yonng ~lessenger; or, Storm ing the J e
r
sey
Batteries.
4 75 The Liberty Boys and the I ndian Jcig h ter; o r , Saving t h e So u t hern Settlers.
476 The Liberty Doys· Running Fight; or. Aftel' the R coat
Rangers.
477 The Libel'ty Boys Fighting lloxstade r ; or, 'l'b e ed
D estruction of
Curr.vtown.
The Libel'ty Boys and the M ill et·: o r. Routing t h e Tory Ba ndi t s.
Th~eribert y Boys· Gun Division; or, '!.'be Yankee Boy of Bedford.
'!.'be L ibe r ty Boys Chasing '· W ild Bill"; or, Figh t ing a '.\Iyste
The Liberty Boys' Hedskin l•'oe; Ol', '!.' he Battle In the Woods.
,· ions
The Libel'ty Doys at Fort Washingto n; or, Making a Brave
Tro0p.
Stand.
The Liberty Boys Arter the Hedcoats; Ol', The Batt le of Buck
!80 The Llbel'ty Boys· Hidden Swamp; o r , ITot Ti mes Alo ng the
·s
Head Neck.
SborP.
The Liberty Boys On Swan\~ Island; or, F ighting for Sumter. 481 The Libel'ty Boys and the Bluel, Horseman ; or, Defeat ing ., Dangero11s Foe.
'l'h,fh~:~~ert y Boys· Deadly 'nemies; or, The Secret Baud of
482 The Llherty Boys After the Cherokees; or, B attling ,;\'ith Cruel
The Liberty Boys and the Black Spy ; or , A Terrib le Ride for
Enem ies.
Life.
483 '!.'be L ibel'ty Boy~• R 'ver J ou1·11py: or. Down the Ohi o.
The Liberty Boys in the Trenches; or, The Yankee Girl
'l'h~ Liberty Roys at East Hock: or. The Bu rn ing of New rla ven .
of
Harlem.
'l.,he Liberty Boys in the Drowned I. ands; or, P er ilo us 'rimes Out
The Libel'ty Boys' Signal Gun ; Ol', Rous ing the People.
West.
The L1bel'ty Boys at the Great l•'il'e; or, Exciting 'l'imes in Ola 486 The Liberty Boys on the Commons; o r , Defen ding
Old Xe w
New Yol'k.
Y0l'k.

432 The Libcl'ty Boys' F'Ol'IOrn Hope: Ol', In the Time of the "Hard
Winter."
433 '!.'he Liberty Boys and Captain Midnight: or, The Patl'iot Spy
of Sleepy Hollow.
434 The Liberty Boys· Gil'l Enemy: ol', A Hard l~oe to Fight.
4:Jfi The Liherty P.oys· !title Col'ps: or. '!'he Twenty Dead Shots.
436 The Liberty Boys on Torn ~Iountain: or. \\·a .. m \York .. in . the
Ramapo Valley.
·
437 The Libel'ty Boys' Prisoner of War; or, Acting as Aids to Washington.
438 Th:iJ~~ert y Boys and Crazy Jane; or The Girl Spy of the Ja mes
430 The Liberty Boys Thrashing Tarleton; or, Getting Even With a
Cruel l~oe.
•HO '!.'he Liberty Roys and "Ued Fox"; or, Out with the Indian
Fightel'S.
441 The Liberty Boys at Klngsbridg e; or, The P atriot Boy and the
Hess·ans.
442 The Liberty Doys and the l\liddy; or, Dick Slater's Escape from
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454 The Libel'ty Boys and the Tory Bandit; or, The Escape of the
UoVel'llOL'.
455 'l'be Liberty Boys on Time; or, Riding to the Res«ue.
4 56 'l'he Libel'ty Boys· False Guide; or, A Nal'l'OW Escape from
Defeat.
457 The Libel'ty Boys Up North ; or, W_itb Arnold on Lake Ch amplain.
458 The Liberty Boys Fooli ng H owe; o r, The Twin Boy Sp ies of
the
Bl'onx.
459 The Liberty Boys in Kentucky; or, After the Redsk ins and Renegades.
460 The Libel'ty Boys' Dashing Charge; or, The Little Patriot of
W hite :llarsb.
461 The LibPl'ty Boys and Old Moll; or, The Witch of Red Hook
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462 T he Liberty Boys· Secret Cave; or, Hiding From Tryon.
463 T be Liberty Boys and the J a il er; or, D igging Out of Captivity.
461 'l'he Liberty Doys· Trumpet Blast: or, The Dattle Cry of Freedom.

487 The Liberty Boys· Swo r d C'bare:e; or, '!.'he Figh t at S tony P o in t.
488 The Libe r tv Boys Afte r Rir .John; or, Di ck S late r' s C leve r Ru s• •.
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r t \\" as
ington.
49(') •The Liberty Boys Clrnsing a R enegade; o r , The W o r st ~Ia n o n
the 0hio
491 The LibPrty Boys and the Fortune T eller ; o r , T
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Plot.
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·
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4 94 The Liberty Boys' Fier ce Hunt; or. Captu ring a Clever E n emy.
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